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Prologue 

 

 The following account represents my best attempt to relate the development of 

geochronology from the pre-Apollo years at a time when charts were read, through the 

1970's when computer technology revolutionized data collection in the geosciences. It is 

based upon my personal recollection and experiences from my undergraduate years at the 

State University of New York at Stony Brook to my doctoral and post-doctoral years at 

the University of California, Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, respectively. Please note 

that this has been written in "lay" terminology to some extent for the education, 

enjoyment, and amusement of all. 

 I have had the honor and pleasure of developing under the watchful eyes of those 

who laid the foundation for modern geochronology and isotope geochemistry. 

Specifically, I am deeply indebted to Oliver A. Schaeffer (deceased) and George W. 

Wetherill who directed my undergraduate and graduate studies respectively. My Post-

Doctoral experience at UCSB allowed me to work with George A. Tilton. 

My career in geochemistry began with Dr. Oliver A. Schaeffer who offered an 

undergraduate the opportunity to analyze Apollo 11 samples and examine U-Th 

systematics in corals. "Ollie" is no longer with us but his smile, continuous sense of 

humor, and contributions to geochemistry will always remain. Dr. George Wetherill 

taught me, as well as many other graduate students, how to think and question results. He 

was always "Dr. Wetherill" to all of us, acknowledging his tremendous capabilities in 

many fields. George Tilton also had an innate ability to meander through complicated 
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data, finding the root of the problem. He reminded me of Clark Kent with his mild 

mannerisms and soft-spoken approach to geochemistry. 

I hope this treatise will allow students versed in and serving as apprentices in the 

modern art of isotope geochemistry to develop an appreciation for the history of this 

science during its formative years. As will be seen, although one’s patience was often 

tested, it developed over time, allowing the apprentice to generate meaningful data and 

contribute to the evolution of the science and art of isotope geochemistry. 

Lastly, I wish to acknowledge Samuel A. Bowring who prompted to me to write 

this work, so that students of today may not forget the lessons and knowledge of the past.  

Much of human history slid by the wayside, because of expediency or because we were 

simply too busy to record events.  In 1651, the Jesuit General of Rome, who supposed 

that mathematicians could write something more useful than pure mathematics, 

challenged the noted mathematician, Andre Tacquet, to write a textbook in mathematics, 

stating: 

“I would like to see you complete the project that others have suggested to you of 
 writing a course of mathematics for classroom use.  That would be a great  
 contribution to learning.  Let God give you enough strength.” 

 
I say “Amen to that”, and note that both Tacquet and I required three years to complete 

our charge.  Please enjoy, learn, and record your experiences, lest they pass with you 

some day. 

 Respectfully Submitted, 

 

  Richard W. Hurst, Ph.D. 
  March 22, 2002 
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CHAPTER ONE:  FROM RESEARCH TO RESEARCHER 

 

 It is of interest to know why an individual decides to pursue a particular course, a 

particular career.  This is reminiscent of the T-shirt I recently saw which carried the note:  

“I took the path less traveled, now I don’t know where the heck I am!”  No matter which 

path we take, we go somewhere, whether fast or slow, we go somewhere. 

 Now I was born, barely I might add, in 1948, beginning life as an experiment.   I 

was born with a rather rare birth defect, which impacts less than two hundredths of a 

percent of children.  Basically, your esophagus and sometimes the trachea are either 

blocked to some degree or interconnected in a variety of odd ways.  In 1947, children 

born with this defect died; in 1948, a new, albeit experimental surgery called a tracheal 

esophogeal fistula or TEF for short, was introduced.  In New York State, ~7 children of 

40 to 50 born with the defect were saved by TEFs performed at the Columbian 

Presbyterian Medical Center.  I was fortunate to be among the seven.  So began my 

career as an object of research. 

 Unlike most of you, I remained in the hospital for 5 to 6 months due to the 

severity of the operation, which opened my back to repair the blockage and made an 

incision in my stomach for placement of a feeding tube---initially, food would simply not 

go down my esophagus.  In fact, my parents related an “interesting” story about my final 

release from the hospital.  Sent home with my feeding tube in place, my folks were 

overjoyed to get their baby home.  Unfortunately, within a few hours, my old feeding 

tube decided to pop out, leading my father to summon our doctor, Dr. Behm (my 

apologies to the doctor and descendants as to the correct spelling of his name) who put 
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me and dad in his car to get me back to the hospital pronto.  My dad asked what if a cop 

pulled us over to which Dr. Behm said he would simply request a police escort to the 

hospital.  Once again, I beat the odds. 

 The Columbian Presbyterian medical team, including Dr. Hoag who performed 

the operation, wanted to keep me under observation for a short period of time, 21 years to 

be exact.  In general, this meant that until I was about 10, we made 3-4 trips to 

Columbian Presbyterian annually; visits dropped to once a year after that until I was 21. 

 My earliest recollection of my service as an experiment would be when I was 

about 4 years old.  We had to arrive at the hospital by 7 AM, I could not eat breakfast.  

The reason was simple, the doctors would put Vaseline an a 3-4 foot long rubber tube 

(about ¼ to ½ inch in diameter) and insert it into my mouth, then down to my stomach.  I 

guess you are all just dying to try that one now, aren’t you?  This, of course, was to 

determine if the repair to my esophagus was intact.  Actually, despite the temporary 

discomfort, this test was not too bad.  We would then have a nice, but late, breakfast, and 

head over to the Bronx Zoo.  Amazingly, there was a llama, who year to year seemed to 

know when I was coming or recognized me, for he or she (I never made that 

determination) greeted me each year that I can remember.  Also, I missed a day of school, 

so I was able to reach down deep and manage. 

 By age 10, I had my first introduction to radiation, X-rays.  This was the new 

technology and beat the hell out of a rubber tube with Vaseline dip, the barium swallow.  

Here I lied on a table below an X-ray machine.  Barium sulfate, which is impervious to 

X-rays, is swallowed in a “pleasant tasting” liquid or pudding (whoever the PR agent was 

for that pleasant tasting liquid was a genius, and a liar).  The radiologist tracks the path of 
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the barium, examining the esophagus and upper gastrointestinal tract.  This procedure 

was interesting and often a source of amusement for me.  After all, if you are going to be 

on parade for 21 years, you may as well have some fun. 

 Now, how to have fun?  My favorite trick, which I devised at age 11 just to see if 

this high falootin technique really worked, involved a minor distraction, e.g. get the 

doctors and nurses talking about the Yankees.  The doctor or nurse who had the “pleasant 

tasting” barium would forget to hand me this elixir of excellence, the lights would go out, 

the X-ray would go on, and then there would be the classic phrase, “My God, there is no 

barium visible on the X-ray!”  My normal come back would be, “Of course not, because 

Dr. or Nurse So and So is holding it.”  The lights would be turned on to find the culprit 

holding the cup of crap.  It was fun, taught me that this technology worked, and relieved 

the boredom and hunger---it was not uncommon to get to the hospital at 7 AM and have 

to wait until 11 AM for the doctor to arrive.  One year I got the same group of doctors 

and nurses who remembered my trick and insured that I had the tasty elixir. 

 By my mid teens, the testing stopped and I merely went in with my parents to 

consult with a doctor, typically Dr. Ferrer.  The general format was to get my weight and 

ask my folks how I was eating, to which they responded, “Would you like to see our 

grocery bill?”   

 So, my parents, without compensation, took me in for 21 years to serve as a 

guinea pig.  However, I am not in a foot long box, I can eat relatively normally (unlike all 

of the other children who survived in 1948), and I can say that I served those parents and 

children who were impacted by this defect.  This operation has, for many decades, been a 

routine operation, with the majority of children saved rather than dying.  However, the 
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experience introduced me to science, medicine, experimentation, and an inquisitiveness 

that remains to this day. 
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CHAPTER TWO: YEARS AT THE BROOK 

 

The State University of New York (SUNY) at Stony Brook lies approximately 60 

miles east of New York City on Long Island’s northern shore. Although the area dates 

back to the 1600’s, the University or the Brook as we called it, was in its infancy when I 

attended between 1966 and 1970. In fact, our graduating class in 1970 “carried the Brook 

Banner”. That is to say if we failed, the reputation of the Department of Earth and Space 

Sciences would plummet into the proverbial toilet. 

In retrospect, with nearly 30 years of history serving as hindsight, the Faculty was 

comprised of great professors, who were well known in their fields, and did a great job in 

the classroom, never closing their office doors to students. They included A.E. Bence 

(Bence and Albee fame), R.T. Dodd (excellent petrographer, meteoriticist, and my 

undergraduate academic advisor), G.N. Hanson (isotope geochemist, igneous-

metamorphic petrologist), D. Lindsay (magnetite-ilmenite thermometry), J.J. Papike 

(Senor Pyroxene), C.T. Prewitt (mineralogist, destined to direct the Geophysical Lab), 

and O.A. Schaeffer (isotope geochemist, K-Ar, noble gases). However, it was their 

“collective necks” on the chopping block, and in reality, although the success or failure of 

one graduating class “would not the reputation make”, our efforts would lay a foundation 

for future graduates of the Brook. 

New Kid on the Block 

In 1968, being tired of working for the U.S. Post Office where I learned that it is a  
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Divine miracle that our mail is actually received by the intended recipient or as a delivery 

boy in New York City where I learned that garbage can lids are very effective in 

defending oneself against a knife attack, I approached Dr. Oliver A. Schaeffer for a job.  

Why I did this, I do not remember exactly, but it may have been suggested by  

Bob Dodd, who would kindly tolerate my verbosity until he would tell me, in a good-

natured way, to “get the hell out of here.”; here meaning his office. Bob was well liked by 

the students, had a great sense of humor, and was the fastest one finger typist in the 

world. He also had the best “girl-watching” office, which overlooked the new Earth and 

Space Science Building courtyard, the home of numerous anti-war demonstrations during 

our Nation’s soul-searching Vietnam War era and the era of Free Love (yeah right!).  

I eventually met with Dr. Schaeffer, “the Big O” or Ollie, as we called him, in the 

late spring of 1969. Ollie was hunchback, stood somewhere around five feet tall, if that, 

and had a grin as wide as he was tall. He was extremely, and I mean extremely, 

intelligent, but, unlike many professionals, was also humble and not afraid to laugh at 

himself. I remember him saying in his gravelly voice, “So you want to be a geochemist?” 

He told me about two projects he had in mind. The first involved analyses of excess 40Ar 

in the lunar regolith and the second involved U-Th dating of corals. I would work on the 

first project during the summers of 1969 and 1970, and the second during my Senior Year 

as an Honors, or what we now call a Senior Project. Honors must be politically incorrect 

these days. 

The Noble Gas Lab and Apollo 11 

Running samples ain’t what it used to be! I was concerned about Ollie, however, 

when he allowed me, after about one month’s training, to run noble gas analyses on the 
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mass spec. However, between Jerry Barber and Bob Warasila, my mentors in the lab, the 

techniques of noble gas mass spectrometry came quickly. 

Getting Up and Running 
 

Lunar samples were loaded into the mass spec as a group (10-12 at a clip), given 

that the machine’s vacuum had to be broken to load the samples. Each sample was 

encased in aluminum foil with an identifying number stamped on the foil. Now for the 

most sophisticated part of the analysis. A nail, i.e nails used to hold wood together, was 

also placed into the horizontal glass chamber along with the foil-encased samples. For 

reference, the samples and nail sat in a pile in the horizontal glass chamber next to the 

induction furnace which would be used to volatilize each sample. The glass tube where 

the nail and samples sat was no more than ~2 cm in diameter. The purpose of the nail will 

be explained two paragraphs down the line. 

 For those unfamiliar with a rare or noble gas mass spec, the furnace sat at one 

end, and the source, where ionization via electron bombardment occurred, was at the 

other end. In between, glass tubing, cold traps, and a valve system connected the two. 

After volatilization of the sample, the expelled noble gases began a journey toward the 

source with the lighter gases, such as neon, moving more rapidly than the heavier 

fellows, such as xenon. In order to separate the noble gases and remove any water vapor, 

cold fingers (i.e. glass tubing oriented at 90° to the main line, filled typically with 

charcoal, and immersed in dry ice/liquid nitrogen in dewars) were placed along the main 

line. Heavier noble gases would "freeze out", allowing their separation from the others. 

Towards the end of the analyses of the lighter gases, the liquid nitrogen dewar was 
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removed, allowing the heavier gases to escape from the cold trap and proceed towards the 

source for ionization and subsequent mass spec analysis. 

 Now, about that nail. You had a magnet outside of the glass sample chamber. 

Using the magnet, you guided the nail up to the sample destined to be dropped into the 

furnace and volatilized, then carefully moved the foil-encased sample, and dropped into 

the induction furnace. The dangers and drama?? Do not drop more than one lunar sample 

into the induction furnace at the same time and, for God’s sake, do not allow the nail to 

drop into the furnace. I never dumped a nail but a new guy who followed me did. No, 

nothing blew up but the vacuum had to be broken, samples removed, and the system 

degassed (wrap heating tape around the glass tubing and cook the hell out of the glass). 

What was lost?? Lots of time, 3 to 7 days, and luckily, not the furnace. 

 The valve system had two functions. One set along the main furnace to source 

line simply cut off the gases being analyzed from those in transit to the source. The 

second set was located between the main line and the various cold traps or noble gas 

standard reservoir. Hence, one could control the escape of the heavier gases from the cold 

traps or allow the noble gas standard mixture (as in today's mass spec work, each gas in 

the mixture was isotopically enriched) to commingle and equilibrate with the sample 

gases to be analyzed. 

Data Acquisition 

 I almost forgot to mention how the peaks were scanned for you modern day 

masters of mass spectroscopy. This will become even more interesting when we reach 

UCLA in Chapter Four. But, for now, remember there is no computer control, so you 
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physically (politically incorrect, I know, but forgive me) turned a knob to move from one 

peak to the next---talk about your Carpo Tunnel Syndrome!!  

Okay, so this does not seem too trying, but remember there is no magnet feedback 

circuitry involving Hall Probes and their descendants to control historesis in the magnet. 

Historesis does not mean you offer the magnet a Certs, but rather it is the inability of 

magnets during this time period to quickly (i.e. milliseconds or less) return to a specific 

field strength in Gauss. So, for example, you twiddle the knob controlling the magnetic 

field strength to move from 36Ar to 38Ar---unlike more modern mass spec's whose field 

stabilization is very short, the pen oscillated, like a pendulum coming to rest, until it 

finally settled in on the field strength appropriate to the particular m/e you wanted to 

analyze. Hey kids, you can try this one at home---watch how quickly your magnet settles 

as you peak hop today. Now imagine watching the gaussmeter oscillate about as it settles, 

and you have to wait the 5-10 seconds each time you change peaks! Quel drag (French). 

Noble Gas Lab Initiation 

 There were lighter moments in the lab, especially during the initiation of new 

arrivals like me. Being close to the wealth of the Hamptons, Stony Brook is home to a 

number of private prep schools for young men and women, the high school-aged crowd. 

Groups of students from these prep schools would tour the labs in the summer as part of 

their graduation requirements. So there I was, minding my own business when a group of 

young ladies from one of the all-girls prep school appeared. All of a sudden, I feel a wee 

bit of a chill in the vicinity of my pant's zipper. Jerry Barber had thrown some liquid 

nitrogen on the front of my pants, which from the perspective of the young ladies, 

appeared to be steaming as a result of the sublimation. Bob Warasila was beside himself, 
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and Jerry Barber simply explained that I had not seen a young lady in some time. This 

time honored tradition was handed down from generation to generation. 

Data Reduction 

 Data reduction circa 1968ish did not rely on computers---computers and on-line 

data reduction came in around 1970 when the PDP computers with massive memory 

storage (~64 kb!) were added to mass specs, electron microprobes, and single crystal 

diffractometers. We relied on a pencil, a ruler (preferably straight), and chart divisions. In 

very simple terms, so as not to shock anyone, you looked at your mass spec chart 

recording, with its myriad of scans (this was still the same as today's analyses) and 

standard peaks, used your ruler to draw a line through the appropriate background and 

through each m/e peak top; counted the number and fraction of chart divisions of each 

peak top for the sample and standard; subtracted the background count, also in chart 

divisions; and voila, ratios and concentrations relative to the standard volumes were 

calculated. Calculations could be done on the newer Wang calculators or by hand, you 

remember, the basic math you learned, hopefully, in your pre-college years. However, the 

results and raw calculations were written onto or attached to the chart---this was filed as 

the permanent record of that particular sample’s analysis. 

 The hardest part of this procedure occurred when a sample's noble gas 

concentration was low and analysis on a more sensitive scale, such as 10 or 30 mv was 

required. In this situation, the chart recording of a peak top resembled a seismic record, 

with the pen oscillating up and down, transcribing a record that could be up to 2 cm wide. 

All that could really be done here was to be consistent---if you made your ruler-assisted 

line through the middle of the oscillation, then keep it that way for peak tops, standards, 
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and backgrounds measured on the same scale. With the typical run taking 4-6 hours, you 

had time to reduce some data while acquiring data on the other noble gases in the sample. 

Remember we were still doing isotope dilution, so the calculations, correcting for 

atmospheric contributions, if any, to the analysis had to be performed for each noble gas. 

Ollie's Humor 

 I mentioned that Oliver Schaeffer had a fine sense of humor. Let me relay an 

example of his humility and humor to you before and after the arrival of the Apollo 11 

samples.  

 That day, 20 July 1969, when Neil Armstrong made his infamous first step on the 

moon was a 20th Century landmark. Just so you realize that none of us is quite as smart as 

each of us thinks we are, I remember standing in Ted Bence's office with Dodd, 

Schaeffer, Papike, and Prewitt watching the imminent "blast off" of the lander from 

Tranquility Base. We all had our eyes glued to the TV screen when, all of a sudden, the 

lander took off like a "bat-out-of-hell". No one in that room, with all of our collective 

intelligence, anticipated that, even though it should have been expected given the moon's 

weaker gravitational field. The tape was played back in slow motion so we could see it. 

Ollie just looked up at me and said, "Imagine that." (Plate I) 
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Plate I:  Apollo 11 Lunar Landing  

(Photo taken with my Dad’s Voightlander 35mm camera) 

 

Now it came to pass that the "powers that were" (past tense) decided it would be good PR 

to display one of the lunar samples in the foyer of the Earth and Apace Sciences 

Building. This would hopefully not be as distressing as a similar display at UCLA. As 

related to me by Bob Dodd, George Wetherill, bearing responsibility for a lunar sample, 

displayed it at a UCLA Faculty party. Apparently, Willard Libby of radiocarbon fame, 

innocently borrowed it for a few hours to show someone a real moon rock. However, 

seeing it was gone, Wetherill became very upset or as Dodd said, "Wetherill will be the 

grass and NASA the lawnmower." Fortunately, with Libby's return, and the moon rock in 

tow, all was forgiven. 
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 In any event, our display was a bit more secure. Two armed guards stood on 

either side of the small, glass enclosed display case which was approximately, 10 inches 

long, 6-8 inches deep, and 6 inches high. The glass case sat on a black box stand about 

the same size as the glass enclosure.  

So Ollie and I are standing close by watching the public and interested students 

pass by, some in awe, and some wondering why we spent so much money to bring back a 

rock that looked like the ones he/she saw in Hawaii. I looked at Ollie and queried, "Dr. 

Schaeffer, what if someone grabs the case and stand, then takes off running?" Ollie, in his 

low, gravelly tone said, "Well, first of all we have the guards. Second, that black base 

contains solid lead bricks that weigh a heck of a lot." Then with his typical broad grin and 

chuckle, he continued with "And so, if someone picks that whole thing up and runs with 

it, I don't think me or the guards want to catch him. Do you?" 

The Apollo samples provided an excellent opportunity to learn. I developed a 

special perforated tray with drawer device to separate lunar plagioclase for a variety of 

analyses. The danger of "speedy" analyses was set in my mind as Bence, Papike, and 

Prewitt, occasionally thinking they had discovered a new mineral, learned that they had, 

as Sara Jacobsen put it, "Rediscovered zircon." The electron microprobe became their 

petrographic scope in attempts to publish lunar data rapidly. I watched as lead shielding 

was placed around the mass spec induction furnace so lunar samples, still "hot" from 

their irradiation at nearby Brookhaven National Lab (BNL), could be among the first 

Ar/Ar analyses performed in the U.S.  

Again, on a lighter note, my roommates, Mike Mongillo, Bong Sup Yoo (from 

Korea), Jim Manaro, and I also learned about the rather lax security at National Labs long 
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before the recent loss of sensitive data during the Clinton Administration. Wanting to see 

BNL close up (all of use were either science or engineering majors), we drove there one 

evening and managed to "slip" through heavily armed security guards by “falling in” with 

another 30+ automobiles entering the main gate during a shift change. After cruising 

about for nearly one hour, we decided to leave after nearly driving into the "Cobalt 

Forest"---a 60Co source was set on a pole amongst pines and other foliage to test the 

effects of long-term radiation on plant growth. Maybe this is why I only stand 5'8" tall?? 

And in retrospect, how would we have explained Bong Sup had we been detained by 

security? 

U-Th Dating and the Machine with the Green Screen 
 

 Oliver Schaeffer also had an interest in marine chemistry and had a combination 

wet chemistry-counting lab adjacent to the noble gas mass spec lab. In this lab, I 

encountered Willard S. (Bill) Moore working on his doctoral research in marine isotope 

geochemistry (radium isotope analyses, I believe) and Karen Karlstrom, a pleasant, red-

headed lady of Swedish descent who was Ollie’s chief chemist. I would spend a fair 

amount of my time in the latter part of the summer of 1969, my Senior Year (1969-1970), 

and the summer of 1970 in this lab and other nearby labs as an Atomic Energy 

Commission (AEC) Undergraduate Fellow. I had a great advantage in that I continued to 

get paid through my Senior Year for as much time as I could spend doing my research at 

an hourly wage somewhere around $3-4. 

 Karen and Bill got me going with ion exchange chromatography and the 

separation of U from Th in order to perform 234U/230Th dating of corals. However, Ollie 

being Ollie always had everyone’s best interest in mind. One day in the late summer of 
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1969, right after I had just started in the wet lab, he appeared and asked me what I was up 

to? So I told him what I knew about the chemical separation process and so on. However, 

although he said, “Not bad”, he suggested I trundle on over to the library and seek out the 

Treatise on Analytical Chemistry and write the important “stuff” down in my lab book. 

Oh yeah, and give him a report (verbally) in two days. I still have those notes concerning 

ion exchange, the co-precipitation of uranium with iron, and pH-dependent precipitation 

of uranium and extraction of thorium using TTA (an organic chelator). 

Uranium-Thorium Wet Chemistry 

 Basically, the wet chemistry involving ion exchange columns was not terribly 

different from what is done today. However, I typically digested 5 grams or so of coral 

because the analysis was done by alpha counting on “the machine with the green screen”. 

I will get to that part in a bit, but in general, this being something of a Ho-Hum part, the 

coral was dissolved in hydrochloric and nitric acids, iron chloride was added because 

when uranium was precipitated as a hydroxide, red, ferric hydroxides co-precipitated so 

you had a visual confirmation of the process. The thorium was left in solution.  

Next, the uranium-iron precipitate was dissolved in hydrochloric; the thorium 

solution was dried down and acidified. Each solution was the passed through a cation 

exchange column to purify the uranium and thorium.  

The last steps involved acidfying the uranium and thorium elutions, adjusting the pH of 

each appropriately to selectively extract uranium and thorium from their respective 

solutions using an organic chelating agent, TTA. Given I am sitting on our outdoor patio 

without my notes which are an hour away in Los Angeles, and I am too damn comfy to 

get up, the details of the pH and TTA stuff will have to wait to a later version (just 
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pretend this is your show’s season finale and you have to wait a bit to see what happens 

to your heroine or hero; alternatively go check out the Treatise on Analytical Chemistry).  

However, once extracted, the uranium and thorium in TTA were pipetted onto a 

stainless steel planchette or disk approximately one inch in diameter and thick enough to 

be rigid but thin enough to allow the TTA to dry down quickly on a hot plate (1/16 

inch??).  The sample number was written in grease pencil on the back of the planchette 

with the date. Each planchette could be stored for replication if needed. Each sample took 

somewhere around a week to process and the lab was not set up with more than 3-4 ion 

exchange columns for this work. The going was slow. 

The Machine with the Green Screen 

 Now given the time involved in processing samples, and given that I did not like 

to miss the infamous lunchtime Game of Hearts, time management in sample processing 

became an art form. Actually, my ability to budget time and focus on this work in order 

to have some recreational time, I attribute to my studying the martial arts (judo, aikido, 

jujitsu under Professor Higashi) while at the Brook. My ability to concentrate increased 

dramatically and I became rather proficient in judo, winning two New York State 

Championships and placing fourth in the United States Eastern Regional Championships 

while a lowly yellow belt. I continue training in the martial arts today for my physical, 

mental, and spiritual well-being. 

 Well, the lunch bunch Game of Hearts involved Chuck Buddenhagen, Al Chang, 

Mike Queen, Bill Zamoor, and me. The games went on throughout the summer and were 

vicious, no one was spared. Now, about this time management stuff---I usually tried to 

either have a time gap in the chemical processing (i.e. sample dripping through the ion 
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exchange column) or a sample’s U/Th planchette was being counted on the alpha counter 

to allow for the one hour of lunch and Hearts.  

 One day, I did have to run out momentarily to check on the counting of a 

particularly “hot” sample. As I arose, Chuck Buddenhagen, losing badly that day, wanted 

to know if I was leaving because I felt terrible that I had dumped the Queen of Hearts on 

him four times, received a response from Al Chang who said, “No one feels bad when 

they dump on you Chuck, but Rick has to go to the “Machine with the Green Screen.” 

 Al Chang was another of Ollie’s folks; a postdoc working in marine chemistry 

and it had been Al who taught me how to do alpha counting. The counter, made by a 

company called Victoreen had a small, circa 8 inch diameter, green screen on which you 

could see the accumulating uranium and thorium isotope counts. We liked to accumulate 

100,000 counts, if practical, on 234U and 230Th in order to minimize the error as much as 

possible given the error went roughly as the square root of the total counts (so 10K counts 

yield a 1% error).  

When enough counts were collected, they could be printed out, channel by 

channel, the Victoreen had 256, on a teletype. You then sat down, adding the total 

number of counts for each isotope, noting where the background ended and the peak 

began and ended, then calculated the 234U/230Th ratio to calculate the coral’s age. Al 

Chang never referred to this instrument as the alpha counter but the machine with the 

green screen or, in more formal settings, with the appropriate intonations as: “Victoreen! 

The Machine with the Green Screen!” Once you got the jist of the Victoreen, the green 

screen peak heights could be scaled to fit the screen, so you knew when to stop counting. 
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Some younger samples with lesser amounts of 230Th were counted for days, allowing 

virtually an uninterrupted Game of Hearts during the lunch hour. 

Adsorbed Uranium 

 Once again opening my yap got me some more work from Ollie, and actually 

turned out to be a neat Honors Project. It also ended up giving Ollie something to think 

about and would even have relevance today, although the effects should generally be 

negligible.  

 Towards the end of the summer of 1969, I met with Ollie to discuss an Honors 

Project and asked if anyone had thought about or examined the possibility that uranium 

might be adsorbed by corals from seawater or some other source, thereby screwing up the 

age. So, just like the Treatise on Analytical Chemistry, he said, “Why don’t you go and 

find out.” So I proposed spiking some clean lab water with 5-10 ppm uranium and 

performing some experiments to test the hypothesis. Before starting, however, I had a 

better, more meaningful idea, and that was to use real seawater to mimic a somewhat 

more realistic environment----other than the fact that the environment would be a beaker 

in the lab rather than the ocean. 

 I loved this job---now I got paid for a whole day’s work to go to the beach, Fire 

Island and the Hamptons on Long Island’s ritzy south shore to collect seawater. Other 

than getting a flat in my red, sporty Opel Kadet, and having to cart a five gallon jug of 

seawater, the day was great. In fact, I would go back on a number of occasions during my 

Senior Year to collect more seawater, fearing that precipitates from seawater over time 

may compromise the results. Nothing better than fresh seawater for my experiments! 
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 I selected a few of the corals of different ages as the Guinea Pigs and spiked 

seawater with 5, 10, and 20 ppm of normal uranium. The corals were from the work I had 

done under Karen’s direction earlier in the summer and had replicated to better than 1% 

when they cut me loose to perform analyses unsupervised. As a check, each batch of 

seawater was checked to insure the uranium content was minimal and that BNL was not 

dumping “hot” wastewater downstream in the Atlantic Ocean. 

 So what did I learn in all this? As I said, the work bears on today’s U/Th dating 

but, I believe, in a negligible way. Each coral placed in the spiked seawater solution 

either adsorbed or absorbed 80-90% of the uranium in solution. Hence, with water to 

coral ratios (volume/volume) of 50 to 100, each seawater solution retained <20% of the 

original uranium. Did the uranium end up in the coral? Why, yes it did, with virtually 

100% of the uranium that the seawater solution lost being accounted for by the 

concentration of uranium in the coral. 

 Adsorbed or absorbed?? When I did the first few experiments, I anticipated 

Ollie’s query, which would be along the lines of my ability to duplicate the results. So, 

before meeting with him in the late fall or 1969 to give him a progress report, I did two 

things. First, having performed or in the process of performing 27 experiments (3 corals, 

fragments of each in the 5, 10, and 20 ppm uranium spiked seawater solutions) with 

reaction periods of one week, two weeks, and one month, I duplicated six of the 

experiments. The results replicated to better than 5% as I recall. Ollie, for the first time, 

did not send me trundling off to look something up. However, and I was proud of myself 

at this meeting, I suggested we see if the uranium could be removed from a coral, if after 

adsorbing uranium, it was immediately placed in an unspiked seawater solution. 
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 For whatever reason, Ollie gave me an entire lab of my own (actually, a separate 

unused classroom) to set up my experiments. This was pretty hot (FYI, not like BNL or 

radioactive “hot”) stuff for a 19 year old undergraduate. Anyway, I set up a series of 

experiments, choosing 4-5 of the uranium-enriched corals. Again, seawater to coral 

volumetric ratios were kept identical to those of the original experiments.  

 The procedure was slightly different however. Each week or if my schedule 

permitted, every day, I would put on my best Julia Child imitation (the Emeril LeGasse 

type, i.e. male, cooks were not yet politically correct) and go into the lab and stir each 

solution vigorously. Each week, I would go in, pipet out 50 ml of seawater and analyze 

its uranium content. Volume for volume, seawater removed was immediately replaced 

with new seawater---this, of course, kept me going to the beach all year. Be aware that 

winters are not quite as glamorous as summers, hence slugging through wet, storm-

drenched sand with five gallons of seawater following a storm (not so close to the storm’s 

tail end that the seawater would be diluted with meteoric water; layfolks, meteoric = 

rainwater) could be considered an aerobic workout.  

 Okay, so let’s cut to the chase. Unspiked seawater did not remove any (within 

analytical error) of the uranium the corals had removed from the spiked seawater 

solution. These experiments, started October, 1969 and going thorough May, 1970, had 

to stop in order to allow enough time to complete the write up of my Honors Project for 

Dr. O.A. Schaeffer. Even though I continued to work for Ollie through the summer of 

1970, it would have been nice to do some follow-up to these experiments, because 

wherever the uranium was, it could not be removed by seawater. Perhaps the coral 

carbonate acted as a nucleation site for crystallization of carbonate, and included 
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uranium, from seawater. While taking X-ray diffraction (XRD) from Gil Hanson in my 

Senior Year at the Brook, I analyzed each of these corals used in the experiments for 

aragonite and calcite (d-spacing is compositionally dependent). All were virtually 100% 

aragonite, suggesting that any additions to the corals, if detectable at that time, were 

consistent with primary rather than secondary (e.g. alteration) processes. This matter 

remains unresolved. 

The Impact of Impacts, War Protests, and Astrophysics 

 My father gave me a sign that hung over our bar in the basement for as long as I 

can remember.  It was made by a new upstart firm when he got it, the IBM Corporation, 

and it had a very simple message (Plate II): 

THINK 

I looked at this sign during my childhood given we Eastern kids spent a great deal of time 

playing in basements.  The sign is still in my possession, although like me, it is showing 

some years of wear and tear. 
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Plate II 
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Now, it came to pass that in my Senior year at the Brook, Charles T. Prewitt, aka  

Charlie, SUNY’s eminent crystallographer who would later become Director of Carnegie 

Institute of Washington’s Geophysical Lab, or  as I prefer to call it, the Gee Whiz Lab, 

taught Geochemistry.  The approach was obviously slanted towards crystallography with 

lots of work on diadochy, the Periodic Table, which we commit to memory, and ionic 

equilibria.  For the life of me, perhaps due to my age, I do not recall what prompted me to 

do his, but I performed some very basic calculations concerning energy release due to 

meteorite impact on the lunar surface.  I do recall that I referred to this as “Hurst’s 

Theory of Lunar Maria,” 

 The approach was, as I said, simple “back-of-the-envelope” type calculations that  

were perhaps not very accurate, but had me THINKING.  I calculated the kinetic energy  

that would be associated with various sized meteorites ranging from iron to chondritic in  

composition, traveling at velocities of ~15 km/sec.  Then, ignoring energy dissipation  

associated with heat and that required to destroy the incoming bolide, I calculated the size  

of the impact crater that would be produced on the lunar surface.  Here, I assumed the  

crater had a cylindrical morphology and that the kinetic energy in was roughly equal to  

the potential energy needed to dig the hole, so to speak. 

 What amazed me, despite my awareness that these calculations were merely  

mental pushups, was the fact that the energy was phenomenal, in some cases approaching  

Gigatons of TNT.  Even if 90% of the kinetic energy is lost to heat, production of shock  

waves, fragmentation of the bolide, and so on ad nauseum, there is still plenty of energy  

remaining.  In addition, I also noted that the radius of the resulting crater could be one to  

two orders of magnitude (i.e. 10 to 100) greater than that of the bolide.  Despite the crude  
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approach, this back-of-the-envelope calculation was in the ballpark with studies of the  

Barringer or Meteor Crater in Arizona where the 600 meter radius crater was produced by 

An incoming iron meteorite with a radius of 15 meters (velocity ~ 15 km/sec). 

 I took these calcs into “Charlie” who must have been impressed.  He had me  

present these results to the class, some of whom thought I was nuts, but they already  

knew that.  They were however, a premonition of times to come when I would see John  

O’Keefe, a staunch holdout for production of lunar craters by volcanism, stand up at the  

Annual AGU Meeting in Washington, D.C., to chastise George Wetherill about impact 

craters on the moon.  I also recall mentioning potential deleterious effects to life forms if  

a large meteorite were to impact our peaceful world.  I enjoyed the opportunity Charlie  

gave me in this class during the Spring, 1970. 

From War to Woodstock 

 The Vietnam War protests were in full swing by my Senior Year at Stony Brook.   

Students took advantage of the situation, many vying for ways to get professors to drop  

finals, finishing early so they could go home.  I remember one semester where a number 

of finals got canceled and there was a mass exodus of students across the athletic fields to 

the Stony Brook train station where the Long Island Rail Road picked them up, and took 

them home to their various homes in the Burroughs of Manhattan.  Looked like lemmings 

heading to the cliffs. 

 I also took ESS (Earth & Space Science) 241, Astrophysics with the new 

Professor Dwight Hoxie.  If Dwight, as we called him, has kept his beard and grayed as I 

have, he would be a ringer for Santa Claus.  His class was demanding, informative, and 

great fun.  In the style of Arlo Guthrie, he also owned a Volkswagen Minibus.  In the 
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spring of 1970, there would be a massive antiwar protest in Washington, D.C. that 

hundreds of thousands of students would attend. Dwight, his wife Jonelle, other students, 

and I decided to go.  We would camp out on the lawns of Georgetown University, amidst 

the backdrop of antiwar marchers chanting, “Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh; NLF (National 

Liberation Front) is gunna win!” 

 These were trying times.  Young men were dying in Vietnam, protesters protested 

virtually anything, students burned down property in patent disregard for life or limb of 

their peers.  As I said earlier, if you are going to fight a war, fight it.  Although, in my 

opinion, we, the United States, never did this, I did not see, nor do I see today, the 

rationale of how setting fire to an old barn in the Tabler Dormitory Quad at Stony Brook 

protested the Vietnam War.  This barn fire spread to one of the Tabler Dorms, which I 

ran into to find a coed on the third floor passed out due to smoke inhalation; I carried her 

out down three flights of stairs to the firemen who, by then, had arrived.  Crazy shit. 

 The protest in DC was interesting.  Thousands upon thousands of police and 

National Guardsmen were present.  This is also the protest which produced a rather 

remarkable photo of a young girl placing a flower in the rifle of a Guardsmen.  By in 

large, it was peaceful.  My friends in ROTC (Reserved Officer Training Corp) arranged 

for me, through their military information network, to check in as a Marshall whose job 

was to keep protesters in the streets, minimize conflicts with the law, maintain law and 

order, and hopefully, minimize damage.  However, I remember a large splinter group of 

protesters passing the U.S. Department of Justice where Bobby Seals, a Black Activist, 

was soon to be charged with various crimes.   
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Now protesters were also boycotting Coca Cola, for a reason that now escapes 

me, but they wanted to throw something at the Justice Department Building.  There was a 

vendor with a pushcart selling, you got it, Coke.  About 30 protesters went and bought, 

then drank, the Coke, which, in those days, was in the Classic Coke glass bottle.  Initially, 

one or two ran towards me or another Marshall, winding up to throw the bottle at the 

Justice Department windows; they were huge.  One guy, who was definitely stoned, took 

a cut at me with the coke bottle, but I merely ducked and he plopped onto the street 

amidst a great number of laughs from the crowd.   

Finally, however, someone got the nerve to launch a Coke bottle at a window.  

Well this opened up the dam, so to speak, and by now, hundreds of protesters had either 

Coke bottles or something else to throw, although I remember the Coke bottles more 

vividly, and a swarm of bottles accelerated over our heads at the building.  My stoned 

friend had passed out on the sidewalk below a large window, so I grabbed his butt as fast 

as I could and pulled him away before a large window, now fully cracked and fractured, 

came crashing down.  He just looked at me and said, “Thanks man.  Love and Peace.”   

The protest would end, peacefully, as it started, and we jumped in the ole Minibus for the 

ride back. 

 I also had the opportunity to go to Max Yasgur’s farm with 500,000 other kids in 

Woodstock, New York.  Went up with my friend from SUNY, Bob Guariglia (aka 

Gorilla), stayed two days amidst filth, marijuana smoke, and the finest music of the 

times:  Hendrix, CSN (Crosby, Stills and Nash),…………..We slept in my car; one kid, 

sleeping in a field was crushed by a tractor plowing the field in the early morning.  The 

New York State Troopers and Woodstock Police were vastly outnumbered and 
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demonstrated to many of the anti-establishment types, who are probably now bank 

managers and so on, how compassionate law enforcement can be.  One New York State 

Trooper, in the early goings on, had confiscated some pot.  He came upon a young man, 

looked at him, and for whatever reason, gave him the pot saying, “Here, you need this 

more than I do.”  It was an amazing time. 

 So ended the Brook. 
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CHAPTER TWO: A BRIEF MILITARY DIVERSION 

 

 Let me explain my philosophy of education. My mother and father, being born in 

1911 and 1905, respectively, got a minimum amount of education. My mom finished 

high school, but my father’s father, my grandfather, was murdered circa 1918; attempting 

to break up a fight, my grandfather was knifed to death. My father, being second oldest in 

a family of 11, ended up going to work in his early teens, foregoing any secondary 

education. His education would come on the job with the Equitable Life Assurance 

Society with whom he was employed for 50 years until the time of his death in 1968. My 

dad’s death took its toll on my 1968 undergraduate year at the Brook, but his teaching 

that education laid the foundation for your life and potential earnings stuck with me and 

helped fire my desire to obtain a Doctorate. Regretfully, he only saw me obtain my High 

School Diploma, but not my Bachelors Degree. 

 Now in the 1960’s, the military draft was in full force. If you decided to go to 

college, however, you automatically received a “1-S” classification, a student deferment 

while you attended college for 4 years. Dropouts were, of course, immediately eligible to 

be drafted. During my Senior Year at the Brook, I, along with all my High School 

buddies who went to and were anticipating graduating from college in 1970, ended up on 

a bus to our military physicals. I had already been accepted to UCLA (with support), Cal 

Tech, University of Colorado (Boulder), University of Texas (Austin), and SUNY, Stony 

Brook. With my interest in furthering my education, the prospect of military service had a 

very low priority. I was in no way a draft dodger, and although I did not agree with the 

Vietnam War, my opposition was founded in my father and my uncles' beliefs which 
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said, “Do not start a fight. But, if you get in a fight, finish it.” Hence, either you got beat 

up or the other guy got beat up, but it was over. For political, moral, and economic 

reasons, a full commitment was never made to our fighting forces, hence, the fight, right 

or wrong, was never destined to be finished. 

 But now I am on a bus to Fort Irwin near New York City for an Army physical. 

The physical would last, in total 10 hours, with an additional 4 hours for the roundtrip bus 

trip from the Army Recruiting Office in Garden City to the fort and back. It was a cold, 

slushy-type, snowy Long Island day. It was an ordeal, particularly when watching guys 

who decided to remove the cotton gauze from their upper forearms immediately after 

blood was drawn, disregarding the medical Sergeant’s orders, resulting in a blood gusher 

spurting 12 to 15 inches into the air. Despite this "fun", I had to return the next day on my 

own. 

 Again, for those of you who proceed to graduate school with no extraneous 

thoughts concerning possible interruptions, this was not the case circa 30 years ago. So, 

having an appointment with a specialist the following day, I had to be at Fort Irwin by 

0800. My appointment was required because of a birth defect which should have taken 

my life at birth in 1948, a tracheal esophogeal fistula (TEF). The first six months of my 

life were spent in an incubator under 24 hour watch by nurses at Columbian Presbyterian 

Medical Center. In short, my esophagus was blocked and when fed, I barfed up mom’s 

milk. In 1948, 40 TEFs occurred in the United States, 7 lived, and 1 of the 7, yours truly, 

can eat “normally”---the other survivors, if still alive, must have their meals churned up 

in blenders.  
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 The events which transpired on my return to Fort Irwin the next day are now the 

basis of a good chuckle. But on that day, I really thought I would be drafted on the spot. 

Leaving home in Westbury at 0430 to avoid commuter traffic, I arrived at the fort by 

0630, well in advance of my appointment. However, an unanticipated long, tiring wait 

began. By 1000, I was told to go wait downstairs where a new crop of potential recruits 

was parading about in their skivvies, the normal Army physical garb which I had worn 

just the day before. I, however, was totally clothed with a heavy jacket given the winter 

temperatures. Becoming more tired and upset as time passed, having endured nearly 15 

hours of physical and mental stress the day before, and approaching five hours at Fort 

Irwin on this day, I leaned against a wall as 1100 approached. The amusement began. 

 A young (early 20s??) Army Lieutenant came up to me, looked me in the face, 

and, sticking his right index finger between my eyes said, “What the Hell do you think 

you are doing standing here?! Are you too stupid to know where you are supposed to 

be?” My response was simple, I grabbed his shirt collar with my left hand, planted my 

right hand on his belt, and with a low growl, picked him up, rotated 180°, and placed him 

against the wall with his feet 1-2 feet off the floor. Footsteps, the rapid kind, were heard 

behind me. Numerous, watchful white skivvies filled with potential new recruits were 

obvious to my left and right, along with two ARMY MPs, and an Army Sergeant, whom 

I had spoken with the previous day---the Army personnel were, as you might suspect, 

right behind me.  

Looking at the Army folks, especially the Sergeant who I could see recognized 

me from the previous day, I came out with what is undoubtedly the greatest blooper of 

my life. I said, “Now, I see why we have been in Vietnam for so long.” The Sergeant 
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immediately responded, after sizing up my mood (which was not good), “We are not 

allowed to discuss political issues here, but I know you were here all day yesterday, come 

with me, please.” He had the brains to defuse a bad situation and by then, nearly noon, 

the specialist had arrived. I was walked to the head of the line. Oh yes, I did, gently put 

the Lieutenant Medic down. He said nothing. 

 Not having the appropriate paperwork from the hospital, the Columbian 

Presbyterian Medical Center in New York City, the specialist, realizing I was headed to 

graduate school, gave me a 6 month deferral (“1-Y” classification) to at least let me get to 

my selected institution, UCLA.  

For those who later asked me if I had done the right thing with regard to military 

service, I remind them that with no remuneration to my parents or me, my parents and I 

volunteered our services for 21 years from my birth, being checked by doctors at 

Columbian Presbyterian in order to progress our knowledge on how to treat TEFs. As a 

young child, through age 10, a four foot long by one-half inch diameter, vaseline-coated 

tube was run from my mouth to stomach to assess that the blockage was not reclosing; no 

sedative or anesthesia was used during this procedure. From age 10-15, I underwent 

radioactive barium swallows on an X-ray table to check the surgical repairs; and from 15-

21 I simply talked to the doctors, insuring them I was a normal teenager eating my 

parents out of house and home. Between this and my “covert” teachings at the Brook, 

where I taught Green Beret recruits how to move quietly through the brush, I felt that I 

had done my service to my country. 

 Truly, the Army physical was an experience that was part of all young men's 

college careers in the 1960s. By November 1970, now at UCLA, my 1-Y deferral ran out  
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and I was called again to an Army specialist. By then, I had the Columbian Presbyterian 

Medical records, documenting my TEF, and was able to document my eating habits, 

which, although, normal in most respects, do result in abnormal peristaltic motion in my 

esophagus. This, along with a required barium swallow to verify the surgery, got me a “4-

F” classification and excused from military service. The Los Angeles Army personnel 

were not pleased, however, given my martial arts training, Green Beret recruit assistance, 

and other skills that were of interest to the military but beyond the scope of this treatise. 

 We enter the realm of UCLA. 
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CHAPTER THREE: FROM CONCORD TO CONCORDIA 

 

 It never ceases to amaze me that the word Concord has been a significant part of 

my life.  I grew up in Westbury, New York on Concord Street; my favorite relatives, best 

friends of my dad, Carl and Julia Grogan, live on Concord Avenue; my Doctoral 

Committee Chair, Dr. George West Wetherill, developed the Concordia Curve for the 

determination of uranium – lead ages of discordant zircons; and finally, my current lead 

isotope analyses are performed at MIT in collaboration with Geochron Labs located on 

Concord Avenue in Cambridge, MA.  Hence, you now get the rationale behind the title of 

this chapter dealing with my years at the University of California, Los Angeles from 

1970 to 1975. 

 I arrived at UCLA about one month prior to the start of the Academic Year and 

stayed with relatives who lived in Santa Ana, about 50 miles south of campus.  Within 

one week, I was welcomed to California by a magnitude 5.5 earthquake which got me out 

of bed somewhat earlier than I had expected.  This was quite a treat and would have its 

rewards given that I would basically ignore the San Fernando Valley Earthquake (M = 

6.6) some six months later.  I spent some time at UCLA getting my office squared away 

and reviewing undergraduate notes, which, as it turned out would be useful. 

 Dr. Wetherill was not around when I arrived, and others who would serve on my 

committee, such as W. Gary Ernst, were on sabbatical for the year.  Anyway, I got the lay 

of the land, checked out Mira Hershey Hall, the Graduate Dormitory where I would 

reside for two years given I did not know housing in the area, and generally had fun 

seeing Disneyland among other southern California sites at the beach. 
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Finally, the day arrived when I would meet the infamous George W. Wetherill 

who was currently Chair of the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Sciences (IGPP) at 

UCLA.  At this time, and for my five years at UCLA, Geology, Geochemistry (run in 

conjunction with Chemistry), and IGPP were all separate departments.   

My undergrad advisor, Bob Dodd, had given me some heads up on Wetherill.  

First, he told me he was among the hardest folks to work under for a Doctorate.  As I will 

relay, that fell under the “No Shit Shakespeare” rule as I soon learned.  Wetherill’s rigor 

is reflected in the number of students he ushered into mass spectrometry.  They number 

four:  Randall van Schmus (University of Kansas); Michael B. Rabinowitz (Woods 

Hole); Jalal Farhat (Businessman, San Francisco); and me.  Bob also forewarned me not 

to mention about displaying lunar samples as we had done at the Brook.   

Apparently, George brought some lunar samples to a UCLA Faculty party to 

show around.  Now George was a careful, meticulous man, but during the evening, in the 

normal course of events at a party where there are numerous spirits and merriment, 

Willard F. Libby, the Nobel Laureate (Radiocarbon Dating) “borrowed” the lunar 

samples, unbeknownst to George as the story goes to show some friends.  A harmless 

event until Wetherill realized the samples had disappeared; so had Libby but no one was 

apparently able to equate Libby with Lunar, so for all intents and purposes, the samples 

were adiosed muchachos.  Bob Dodd’s exact words to me, had the samples not been 

recovered as they were the following morning, were “Wetherill’s ass is grass and NASA 

is the lawnmower.”  Anyway, I heeded Dodd’s advice and kept my yap shut about that 

one. 
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Well, as I said, I finally got to meet George W. Wetherill whose first words to me 

were, “So you’re Rick Hurst. I’ve heard a great deal about you.”  So now I wonder what 

Bob Dodd and Oliver Schaeffer said in their recommendations.  As I learned about a year 

later, they both said they expected a great deal from me-----if I would grow up.  In case 

you are wondering, my wife, like most wives, often wonders if her husband is not just 

another kid.  For the chronometer, the meeting with Wetherill was in September of 1970. 

George called his Postdoc, Bob (Robert A.) Cliff, who is now at Leeds, I believe, 

to give me the tour of the lab.  The cast of characters that I met was as follows:  running 

lunar samples on the 9 inch, 60o sector mass spec (strontium machine), Chin Nan Lee Hu; 

chemical technician, Dolores Sharbaugh; running awful shit (literally) for his Ph.D. on 

the lead machine, Michael B. Rabinowitz; and studying the Precambrian of Minnesota, 

Jalal Farhat.  Within a year, Cliff would depart, being replaced by Robert K. Mark and 

Dolores would leave/retire circa 1972, being replaced by Alice Lichtenstein.  By the time 

I started at UCLA, George would rarely come into the lab due to his need to feed 

everyone (write grants) and model asteroid orbits which rivals his development of 

Concordia as a permanent record of this man’s tenure on the Third Planet from the Sun.  

His days of running samples were over.  

Ground Rules and Scheduling 

 What I will do is take you through my experiences as I remember them so you, 

students in the modern era of mass spectrometry, can compare and contrast.  First, realize 

that my first two years at UCLA were spent as a Teaching Assistant.  I was not hired on 

by Wetherill as a Research Assistant until the fall of 1972.  My first summer, I returned 

to New York and worked as a grunt computer card-punching cowpoke for Bob Dodd who 
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was microprobing meteoritic minerals, such as olivines, up the kazoo.  I did run my first 

sample at the end of my first year but there was not much time to do so given my 

teaching schedule.  I worked on the fundamentals, however. 

Scheduling was not easy, given lunar sample runs accounted for 100%, yes 100%, 

of all runs on the strontium machine between Monday and Friday throughout my entire 

five-year stint at UCLA; hence, Farhat and I shared weekends and major holidays on the 

strontium machine to get samples run.  In the three years I served as a Research Assistant, 

I prepared samples during the week, crushing and sieving rocks, doing the chemistry, and 

so on, then running samples not only on weekends, and on holidays (Christmas, Easter, 

and Thanksgiving) in order to complete my work.   

Runs could be grueling, particularly strontium, which could in the early years take 

a day per analysis.  Lead was simpler, albeit time consuming.  This will explained later.     

Chart Reading and Punched Cards 

 George thought that the best way to introduce me to running would be to let me 

sit in on a run as an observer, but take down the data so I could compare it with Chin 

Nan’s results.  However, as was the case with Ollie Schaeffer, he also had me read the 

chart.  As I recall, the typical strontium run had us taking backgrounds before and after 

ten scans of the four strontium peaks.  Now, the background typically drifted downwards 

during the course of a run and Wetherill, a top notch guy, had monitored the background 

drift and fit a curve to the change in background over the course of a run.  Of course, this 

was also checked against repeated NBS 987 standard runs.   

 The strontium peaks were counted for 30 seconds, with the first ten seconds 

ignored due to historesis, settling, of the magnet; there were no Hall probes when I 
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started.  Scaling was accomplished via an analog device that clicked as the scales 

changed.  There was a DVM (digital volt meter) but as yet there was no computer 

interfaced with the machine.  Potentiometers controlled the magnetic field strength so 

backgrounds, above and below a specific mass, and peaks could be measured by 

adjusting each potentiometer.  Ideally, you set each isotopic peak’s pot to a field setting 

that was in the center of the flat part of a peak.  In the Beginning, the operator did the run 

as opposed to today where the computer program calls many of the shots. 

 So, as with Ollie, I read a few charts, doing manual normalizations and getting 

results that were similar to those obtained via the DVM data.  Now, I was ready to 

progress to the next step which I will call Record, Write, and Return; phonetically, 

another three Rs. 

 Each run, given 30 seconds per peak top and background, took about 30 minutes 

(4 backgrounds above and below each isotope taken before and after the peak scans = 16 

backgrounds; 10 scans of the four strontium isotopes = 40; so 56 X 30 seconds, 28 

minutes).  It may have taken an hour or so the get up to the one volt scale for strontium 

88 using about one microgram of strontium loaded on the filament.  One smart move, 

was that the data were subdivided into two sets; i.e. after ignoring the first ten seconds on 

a peak due to magnet historesis, the second 20 seconds were divided into two ten second 

intervals, with each interval being treated independently, resulting in each run yielding 

two calculated ratios relative to strontium-86. 

 Now, for the three Rs.  Each potentiometer had a red button below it that when 

pushed, triggered the electronics to move to that magnet setting, be it a background or a 
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peak. Also, the analog scaler was not recorded automatically.  I hope you are ready for 

this because no one under Wetherill’s tutelage was fat.  Runs were aerobic encounters. 

Let’s assume your ion beam, as monitored on a chart recorder is now stable, so 

you are ready to run.  While you were waiting for the ion beam to stabilize, you prepared 

to record data in your lab notebook, by setting up your data matrix.  You were ready to 

run. 

You would first push the red button under the first pot, the background above 

strontium-88.  Note that the number on the DVM would change every second, this being 

the average integrated number of counts for a specific peak or background over a one 

second interval.  Inhale deeply, and watch the DVM.  You, not a computer or a starter’s 

gun, began the run.  Make sure the analog scaler for strontium-88 is set on the one volt 

range, then when you were ready, watch the DVM, when you saw the tenth count (i.e. 

after ten seconds) ignore it; when the twentieth count appeared, record it in your lab 

notebook under the column labeled, let’s say, BKG Sr 88+ (background above strontium-

88) while keeping your eye on the DVM because you had to record the count at thirty 

seconds for your second set of data.  While remembering the DVM readout for the 

background above strontium-88, you would push the red button under the next pot to 

move to the background below strontium-88, and again begin counting, ignoring the 

count at ten seconds, then recording the counts at twenty and thirty seconds in your 

notebook. 

Now, this gets a bit tricky.  After taking the last background below strontium-88, 

you not only had to move to the next pot, which would be set at the background above 

strontium-87, but you had to remember to change the analog scaler to the correct scale, 
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typically 100 millivolts (0.1 volt).  What made this exciting, particularly for those of us 

who are “vertically challenged” (short arms, less than about 6 feet tall), is that the scaler 

was just slightly beyond your reach, hence you came out of the chair, in an aerobic 

manner to make this change, and as you headed back to your seat, you were again 

counting seconds so you could ignore the count at ten seconds while recording those at 

twenty and thirty seconds.  Fortunately, the next two backgrounds for strontium-86 and 

strontium-84 (spike peak), would also be on this same scale, relieving you of any changes 

until you went back to strontium-88.  Once all the backgrounds were taken, you then 

pushed the red button for the pot set for strontium-88 while changing the analog scaler to 

the one volt scale (bet you readers forgot to do that, didn’t ya?), and proceeded in the 

same manner, ignoring the count at ten seconds but recording those at twenty and thirty 

seconds.  You would then cycle through the strontium-87, 86, and 84 peaks, 

remembering to change the scale when appropriate, until you had scanned through the 

four isotopes ten times.  You would then measure the backgrounds again.  Got it? 

Now one possible glitch was that you overspiked the sample and strontium-84 

was not on the 100 millivolt scale.  This was obviously a complication and one of the 

reasons we did not guess about concentrations, running a representative split of each 

sample by x-ray fluorescence to get good estimates of both rubidium and strontium 

concentrations.  Rubidium was done in the same way except that, if all was done well, 

everything, peaks and backgrounds were on the same scale, and of course, there are only 

two rubidium peaks.  Now, what to do with all these data?  Do I have a good run?  We 

were not in a real-time data collection mode either. 
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Getting Punched and The Day After 

 The next step was the punching of cards.  In the world of paleoTIMS, your data 

were punched, by you using a cardpunch machine, a combination of typewriter and 

voting machine (no hanging chads please).  I have provided scans of typical cards for 

those of you who wish to see a real live punch card (Plate III).  Basically, these were the 

bytes of the day.  They were used in industry, my dad used them at the Equitable Life 

Assurance Society to store client data; each card either held a line or more of a computer 

program or data. 

 So you would take all of your data to the punch card machine and spend an hour 

or so punching the data on to the cards, making sure you made no typos.  Then you would 

place your data cards at the back of the program, which was a few thousand cards or so; 

everything was in a cardboard box so that you did not drop the lot.  This ten-pound box 

was trekked over to the engineering building, which housed the UCLA computer center 

at the time.  Your stuff was put in the queue with other jobs, and if everything went well, 

you got your printout with appropriate ratios the following morning.  If the results were 

not OK, remembering that most lunar samples and my work would require one day of 

running per sample, you would rerun the sample.  Running a sample 2-3 times, 

particularly when you were learning was not uncommon.  How many strontium analyses 

can be performed today in 16-24 hours? 

 This procedure was very time consuming and frustrating.  However, if memory 

serves me, by the end of my first year, an online computer system was in place.  It used a 

PDP-8 computer (probably no more than ~64K of memory), which could now drive the 

pots, scanner, and average peak counts over the thirty second per peak/background  
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counting time.  A Hall Probe with feedback loop was also installed so the magnet settling 

time was, as far as I was concerned, now instantaneous.  There were still refinements 

needed: data reduction was performed at the end of peak counting, so you could run for 

30 minutes before knowing if the run was acceptable (still a vast improvement); and the 

source, discussed next, was the original Nier version. 
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Plate III 
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Outgassing and Getting Loaded 

In 1940, at the behest of Enrico Fermi, Alfred O. Nier developed the methodology 

using a thermal ionization mass spec (TIMS) to separate isotopes of uranium.  The source 

Nier used was not too different from the source I used at UCLA for my work on the 

Sudbury Nickel Irruptive at a time when meteorite impacts were neither a big topic, 

terrestrially speaking, nor the first phenomenon some now turn to in order to explain 

extinctions and so on----this will be addressed later.   

Unlike the modern TIMS source, where focusing plates (ion optics) are located in 

the mass spec and multiple sample filaments are loaded on a turret, the Nier source, 

including the high voltage leads (wrapped in a cage surrounded by fine mesh screening 

do dumb ass new or experienced mass spectroscopists could not, hopefully, electrocute 

themselves); the filament posts, where a new filament would be spot welded; and the 

focusing plates separated by ceramic insulators, was a separate entity, removed from the 

TIMS after a run and reinserted with a new sample thereafter.  It stood about a foot high 

and three inches across (seeking a photo).  We had two sources, one for lunar work and 

the other for terrestrial work.  As you will see, everything was done on a sample-by-

sample basis. 

 Let’s take this from the beginning.  First, to remove the Nier source from the 

TIMS, you unscrew the high voltage input to the source making sure the voltage is OFF.  

In general, this error would only be made once because either the person was dead via 

electrocution or a large spark emanated between the high voltage input and the source 

scaring the living shit out of you.  Having survived this step, you would unscrew 6 ~ 2-

inch bolts that held the Nier source circular flange to the TIMS; let’s just call this the 
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vacuum seal.  You were now ready to dispose of the last sample run and load your next 

sample.  Oh yes, do not forget to put on the dummy flange so the TIMS was not now 

exposed to air.  Now we will have some real fun! 

First, place the Nier source in its holder so you did not have to physically hold it.  

Start by removing the 4 long, ~ 6 inch, screws that hold the ion optic plates (hereafter, the 

plates) to the round flange, i.e. our vacuum seal; the screws also helped align the plates.  

Regarding the vacuum seal, FYI gaskets were initially copper in 1970, but we convinced 

George to try teflon which worked better and lasted longer.  Remove all the plates and 

ceramic insulators, place the plates in some dilute acid for cleaning, and put the ceramics 

in the plastic box dedicated to the terrestrial source.  The tantalum filament used to run 

the strontium sample was now visible on the interior, i.e. vacuum or TIMS side of the 

flange.  It was removed using a dremel tool with a rotating sander; you would cut/remove 

most of the old filament with small scissors and tweezers, then sand off the remaining 

filament that had to be spot welded to the filament posts.   

Holding a new, unoutgassed ~1.5 inch long tantalum ribbon against the outside of 

one filament post with tweezers, you would take the mini spot welder and spot weld the 

filament onto the post.  Grabbing the tantalum filament with tweezers, stretch it across 

tightly to the other post, being careful to insure it is centered, and spot weld it to the 

second post; trim off the excess and make sure there are no gaps otherwise you would get 

sparking and current variation, resulting in thermal fluctuations in the filament during the 

run and an unstable ion beam.  This was a real downer, given that you spent a lot of time 

to get to the run.  Once the filament was spot welded, and checked for gaps, a small 

amount of tantalum pentoxide was place on the tantalum filament and dried down by 
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passing a small current through the filament; current leads could be connected to the 

filament through the Nier source from below.  On to the outgassing. 

Outgassing Strontium Filaments 

By now, the plates had been cleaned; they were rinsed in quartz-distilled water 

and stored in preparation for reassembling the source.  The portion of the Nier source 

containing the high voltage/filament current input, flange, and filament was attached to a 

metal, steel, canister which was connected to a vacuum line with mercury diffusion 

pumps (ion pumps were just appearing at this time).  The source would be bolted down 

into the canister using the same bolt and threaded flange arrangement as the TIMS so a 

vacuum could be maintained.  A rough vacuum was reached using oil pumps, or what we 

called rough pumps because they only got you down to 10-3 Torr at best.  So you pumped 

until the pressure was low enough to valve off, isolate, the rough pump and engage the 

mercury diffusion pumps.  Current leads were attached to the source at the appropriate 

input locations or feed throughs. 

Mercury diffusion pumps used heated mercury vapor and a cold trap, using liquid 

nitrogen, to create a vacuum.  Fortunately, they were not around too long (replaced my 

first year by ion pumps) given that my main instruction in their use was to “Get the Hell 

out of the lab” if they ever broke releasing mercury fumes; they were glass.  Anyway, my 

insanity is not related to mercury poisoning so this never happened.  Liquid nitrogen 

would be placed on the cold trap prior to opening up the system to the mercury pumps. 

So, once the pressure was approaching 10-5 Torr, you began passing current through the 

filament to outgas it.  Getting to this step required an hour or so because there was more 

than enough time to go grab a cup of Joe while waiting.  If I recall strontium and 
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rubidium were run with currents of ~1.5 amps going through the tantalum filament so 

outgassing was done at ~2.5 amps, at a higher current (temperature) than run conditions.   

Once the optimal current was reached, the filament was left for an hour.  With 

strontium, when outgassing was complete, the tantalum filament would be oxidized 

before removing the source from the outgassing system.  This was another glorious 

opportunity to screw up, resulting in the loss of half a day---with effort and art, the 

technique could be learned.  You valved off the mercury pumps and opened up the rough 

pump to the vacuum system again.  Next, let some air into the vacuum system by 

loosening a few of the bolts, which secured the source flange to the vacuum line.  The 

tricky part was getting your ear calibrated; you heard me right, not ear pierced, but 

calibrated.  Listening carefully to the rough pump, which was now “gurgling” due to the 

introduction of air and resultant pumping, you would wait until the gurgling reached a 

particular level.  FYI, after stating this, I can still hear the correct pitch in my head.  Once 

the correct gurgle was reached, you quickly turned the filament current up and down 

twice to ~2 amps.  If done correctly, you did not burn out the filament, but oxidized it.  

Oxidation improved the Work Function of tantalum improving the ion yield off the 

filament.  Presuming you were successful, you shut off the pumps, bled air into the 

system and removed the source with the outgassed, oxidized tantalum filament. 

Loading and Running Strontium Samples: On the Level 

 Back to the little room, which was a curtained heavy plastic enclosed area with 

filtered air, where you took the source apart a while ago.  Place the source back in its 

holder and connect the filament leads so you can pass current through the filament to dry 

the sample down.  Get out the strontium sample you planned on running and add a drop 
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of dilute quartz distilled hydrochloric acid.  We have not talked about chemistry yet, but 

strontium was run as a perchlorate.  The sample was picked up in a quartz pipette; these 

were made by heating a length (10 cm) of ~6 mm OD quartz tubing in a Bunsen burner 

and pulling the red hot quartz apart, producing a narrow tip.  Based on the concentration, 

you would shoot to load about a microgram of strontium onto the filament, picking up the 

appropriate fraction of the sample drop in the pipette.  Sometimes, if the filament was 

over oxidized, the sample would all off the filament rather than sitting on the filament as 

a drop held in place by surface tension.  In these cases, you kept the pipette tip in the 

sample drop as it dried on the filament to hold it in place.  Once dry, the filament current 

would be turned up slightly to get rid of excess perchlorate. 

 Now came the reassembly of the plates and source.  Each focusing plate, the 

drawout, collimator, split pair, second collimator, and exit slit (there was no Z focus nor 

was it a thick lens source; plates were quite thin) had to be stacked and separated with the 

ceramic insulators using tweezers given that finger grease, vacuums, and mass 

spectrometry do not mix.  There were two additional posts that the drawout plate sat on 

and each plate was bored so the long screws could pass through.  After placing each 

plate, four ceramic insulators that were also bored, were placed on the top of the plate 

over the holes where the screws would pass through.  This procedure was followed, plate-

by-plate until you got to the exit slit, the last plate in the source.  In case you are not on 

the bus so-to-speak, this was all done without any guiding mechanism to insure that all 

the plate and ceramic insulator holes were aligned.  So, if they were not, the screws 

would not pass through and you got to start all over again! 
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 Now, regarding the “on the level” comment.  Peak shape and width were critical.  

For you new folks, it is easier to stand on a broad plateau than a sharp peak; hence, if 

your strontium peaks were narrow and the magnetic field drifted a bit, your results 

suffered because you were no longer sitting on a specific isotope’s peak top; i.e. the 

magnetic field strength that was initially set to sit exactly on the flat portion of, for 

example, strontium 88 now had you somewhere on the side of the peak, hence counts 

dropped and resultant isotope ratios would not be correct.  This could be observed on the 

chart recorder, however, and the run stopped, then restarted but it was still a pain.  

 To help, not rectify the situation, and hopefully may the peak tops flatter, more 

resistant to magnetic field variations (drift), we leveled the plates using a little leveling 

device that looked like a mini-steam shovel except where the bucket would be, there was 

a steel needle attached to a bubble level.  You went around each plate trying to get them 

as level, and therefore, as parallel as possible.  Unlike my counterparts doing 

geochronology on granites, the limited spread in rubidium – strontium ratios that the 

Sudbury norites exhibited required me to do high precision work, which in those days 

meant getting better than + 0.0001 standard error of the means on strontium isotopic 

ratios (87Sr/86Sr).  Leveling the plates did help, but each norite sample required an 8-10 

hour run to get the necessary precision.   

 So to end this segment of the adventure, you would gradually loosen and tighten 

screws to level the plates.  In the words of my father, at a time when he was losing the 

fight with lung cancer and would be asked how he was doing, I will simply state that we 

did “as well as can be expected.”  You were now ready to insert the source with sample 

into the mass spec. 
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 Insuring that voltages were off to stave off the risk of electrocution and the valves 

to the rough and mercury diffusion pumps (remember, no ion pumps yet) were closed, 

you would loosen the bolts holding the dummy flange to bring the interior of the TIMS 

up to air, i.e. atmospheric pressure, so the flange could be removed.  You would then 

insert the source, mating the source flange with that of the TIMS and insuring the copper 

gasket, the seal, was in place between the two, and insert a couple of bolts to keep 

everything in place.  Then insert the remaining bolts, hand tighten them, open the rough 

pump to begin evacuating the TIMS (note that initially the entire TIMS, source, flight 

tube, and detector region were NOT isolated by a valve between the source region and 

the rest of the machine), then gradually tighten the bolts following the 180° rule, 

tightening bolts across from each other.  Once inserted, the high voltage and filament 

current leads, which were housed in a solid plastic case and threaded would be screwed 

on to the threaded portion of the source (high voltage, filament current feedthroughs). 

As the TIMS pumped down, you would add liquid nitrogen to the mercury pump 

cold trap so that when the pressure was low enough, circa 10-3 Torr or less, the mercury 

pump valve could be opened to continue evacuating the TIMS to reach running pressures 

which were about 3 - 4 orders of magnitude lower.  From source insertion to reaching 

running pressures took about an hour or so.  I also got in the habit of gently increasing the 

current through the filament during rough pumping to get rid of excess volatiles and some 

of the rubidium that might be present.  What did help here, however, was teamwork.  

Since Jalal Farhat and I were doing geochronology, and he was doing more lead runs at 

the time so we were not competing for the strontium machine, we would load a sample, 

place it in the outgasser under vacuum, and then one of us could go home, allowing the 
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other person to load the source into the mass spec at the end of the day.  That way, you 

came in on Saturday or Sunday ready to run the first sample.  If you got lucky, you might 

just get two runs that day! 

Once the appropriate pressure was achieved, you would gradually begin turning 

up the filament current and turn on the accelerating voltage (~ 3.6 kilovolts).  If you 

increased the filament current too fast, you would burn out the filament (another 

bummer).  As you approached the running current, 1.5 to 1.8 amps for strontium, you 

would change the voltage to search for strontium 88 the largest peak.  The pots were 

scaled from 0 to 10 with 100 graduations per turn, in essence then, their range went from 

0 to 1000.  If I recall, the strontium 88 pot was set at 890 with each lower mass occurring 

about 170 gradations lower.  Backgrounds were set roughly between the isotope masses.   

Potential in run problems would include:  (1) encountering rubidium, isobaric 

interference of rubidium and strontium 87, which meant waiting for it to burn off before 

running; (2) finding out you did not spot weld the filament well enough so the beam 

would spike (you were therefore done at that point); (3) a moderately persistent, but less 

common organic peak isobaric with strontium 86 (no one believed me until they actually 

saw it and, in recent discussions with Pat Bickford, you low level folks today are finally 

seeing organic backgrounds that can occur); and/or (4)  getting a surge of crap off the 

filament that dumped, shut off, the pumps and the system.  Despite the doom and gloom, 

as you progressed you became more competent and could get a run----by my second or 

third year, we dragged George into the 1970s as we shall see.  However, I will say that in 

my first year I was known for my ability to dump the pumps. 

Mapping the Peak Tops 
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 We had a scanner that allowed us to map the peak top to look for the flattest 

portion of the top.  As I recall, the overall peak width including the flat region and a 

region that was slightly inclined, was about 6 volts; the flat region was typically 3 – 4 

volts wide.  Hence, once you knew the morphology of the peak top, you would set up 

each pot corresponding to the four strontium isotopes in the middle of the flat region.  As 

you can see, however, if the magnet drifted 2 –3 volts, you would have a problem.  

Hence, I also checked the peak centering after the run to insure there was no, or minimal 

drift.  Any drift that took me out of the flat region meant that I discarded that particular 

set.  Once completed, you proceeded to run, i.e. the aerobic encounter, I discussed earlier 

and would wait until the following day to see if the run was acceptable.   

Rubidium, Uranium, and Lead 

 Although the uranium – lead machine had a larger source, I used the same loading 

and leveling procedure.  By the time I began running uranium/lead, the mercury pumps 

had been replaced by the new kid on the block, ion pumps.  Also, the uranium lead 

machine had a valve that isolated the source from the flight tube – detector end so 

pumping down the source area was quicker.  Filaments for rubidium, uranium, and lead 

were outgassed individually using a procedure similar to that for strontium, hence I will 

not belabor that point.  The difference was that instead of a tantalum filament, rhenium 

was used for uranium and lead; uranium runs used a tantalum pentoxide substrate while 

lead utilized Cameron’s technique, still followed today, of phosphoric acid and silica gel.  

Rubidium was another matter. 

 Here is another “We don’t believe you story” concerning rubidium.  Initially, 

rubidium was run on tantalum but there was a tremendous amount of fractionation that 
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occurred over the course of a run.  When I read Cameron’s paper on the rhenium – silica 

gel procedure for lead, which cut down markedly on the fractionation, I decided, what the 

hell, let’s give this a shot for rubidium.  Time frame wise, this would have been in my 

second year when I started doing more runs.  So I tried the method, loading rubidium 

with silica gel on rhenium and it worked marvelously.  The beam, as observed on the 

chart recorder, looked like a good stable strontium run rather than the ever decreasing, 

typical rubidium run on tantalum.  However, I remember Chin Nan, Bob Mark, and Jalal 

getting a good laugh when I told them, and their response was a chuckle. 

 It came to pass that one day, probably months after the chuckle incident, that I 

was running during a weekday, a rare opportunity, given there were no lunar samples 

ready to run.  So I’m running rubidiums and the beam is stable.  George came in to see 

what was up, coming to the machine, and seeing this nice beam.  However, thinking I 

was running strontium he asked why I was only looking at two peaks.  I said because it 

was rubidium to which he said, after looking at some of my rubidium data, “Why aren’t 

the lunar sample rubidiums being run this way?”  To this I responded that no one 

believed me when I told them this a few months ago.  Needless to say, after that all 

rubidiums were run on rhenium with silica gel.  Also, it was not long after that Chin Nan 

finally saw the infamous organics that everyone sloughed off.  If rubidium samples were 

spiked correctly, the run was easier given the scale did not change, you just had to switch 

from peak to peak recording the appropriate count off the digital voltmeter.  We also ran 

potassium off the rubidium run using isotope dilution for potassium – rubidium ratios. 

 The uranium - lead machine never had online data reduction capabilities but it did 

have a digital voltmeter.  We basically followed the same procedure but averaged the 
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counts over ten second intervals.  All data reduction, fractionation corrections, and so one 

were done by hand.  I wrote a little program that allowed me to use the computer on the 

strontium machine (next section) to correct for fractionation and blanks; this saved me 

time. 

Welcome to the 1970s! 

 Many changes would take place between the spring and fall of 1971 that would 

improve runs.  The only lingering problem would be the source, which required an Act of 

God crossed with the stealth of a ninja to accomplish. 

 Somewhat like a tornado running through the Wetherill lab, the strontium 

machine entered the 1970s:  all mercury diffusion pumps were replaced by ion pumps; an 

online computer system (PDP-8, punched paper tape program) allowed immediate, post-

run data analysis; a Hall Probe with magnet control feedback loop allowed the magnet to 

settle in seconds; a valve was placed between the source and flight tube/detector 

segments allowing faster pump down times; and the pots plus scaler were automated by 

Mark Stein, George Tilton’s electronics technician, who consulted for Wetherill.  

Although the source was still an issue, now you could do a run without jumping about 

and determine whether or not the run was acceptable within 30 minutes rather than 

having to wait until you picked up your data from the computer center.  The program 

used the same approach, but would now average each set of ten second counts, ignoring 

the first set even though the magnet settled more quickly.   

You could also perform York regressions, the standard at the time for fitting lines 

to rubidium – strontium data, using the PDP-8.  If bored, the PDP-8 also had a lunar 

lander game that had you varying the thrust of an Apollo spacecraft to see if you landed 
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safely or created a new crater on the lunar surface.  All of these improvements were a 

God Send.  However, I still ran norites for most of the day, or as I liked to do, come in 

late and run through the night.  All of my work on the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive and 

Superior Province granites north of Sudbury would be done using the old source. 

 Now let’s move to the Act of God and ninja stealth tactics that finally got the 

source changed.  Somewhere we got schematics for a small, thick lens source with  

Z-focusing plates.  The UCLA machine shop made a few, including the new flange that 

would hold it, and we wanted to try it out.  This would allow the source plates (ion 

optics) to remain in the machine while all you did was put in a new filament with your 

sample.  It would also allow us to outgas 6 – 12 filaments at a time and be loading a new 

sample while another was running. 

 At the time, circa winter 1972, there was an upcoming lunar science conference; 

even though it was still months away, George did not want to disrupt the machine.  At the 

time, I was beginning to run some of my samples from Labrador that I collected in 

collaboration with Tony Morse’s group at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.  So, 

one Friday in the late afternoon, Bob Mark, Mike Rabinowitz, and I were looking at each 

other and the strontium machine; Bob was holding the new source.  Bob indicated that it 

was too bad we could not try the new source, to which I responded that we could put it in, 

try a run, and if it was a problem, we could remove it on Sunday with no down time for 

lunar work.  We put it in and jerry-rigged a hookup to the old source so a tantalum 

filament for strontium could be outgassed, loaded, and placed in the mass spec.   

 I came in early on Saturday, probably by 0700, to load the sample on another 

jerry-rigged device.  The filament was placed in its holder and the holder placed in the 
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machine using its mounting screws; pump down started and Bob showed up within the 

hour.  We noticed there were no significant differences or glitches as the filament was 

warming up.  We had a bit of a lab joke involving the appearance, real or not, of 

impending problems that were announced by an emotionally laden “Uh-Oh!”  No 

utterances were required as everything was normal. 

 After locating the strontium peaks, and reaching the normal running current, there 

was nothing different.  We had hoped that an increase in beam intensity, i.e. ionization 

efficiency, might be realized, but this did not occur.  We had our typical, nearly full range 

one-volt signal for strontium 88.  Next, peak tops were to be mapped and I remember 

Bob went to grab some Java.  Here, the thick lens would pay for itself.  The peak tops 

were no wider than before, being about 6 volts wide, but they were FLAT!  No more 

slopes, no more fidgeting with focusing to try and make the peaks flatter!   

I went and got Bob to show him.  We ran the sample, a granite from the Lost 

Channel Inlet in Labrador.  After about 2 to 2.5 hours and five sets producing ten 

measurements of the strontium 87/86 ratio, the standard error of the mean was + 0.00008, 

which was totally acceptable for rubidium – strontium geochronology of granites.  For 

reference, my work on norites required, on the average, a ten-hour run to achieve the 

same results.  We tried a second sample, achieved the same results, and opted to leave the 

source in the machine. 

On Monday, we showed Wetherill.  He had Chin Nan rerun an Allende meteorite 

sample that she had run for two days.  Again, for you new kids, in the early 1970s 

Grossman had shown, theoretically, that calcium rich phases should be one of the first 

mineralogic phases to condense from the solar nebula.  This led to a resurgence in the 
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interest surrounding the Allende meteorite, which was not only one of the most prolific 

meteorite falls, but was also chocked full of calcium rich inclusions.  Such studies would 

refine the initial strontium isotopic signature of the Earth.  Anyway, Chin Nan ran the 

sample and got the same results with the equivalent error within 4 hours; she continued to 

run the sample, however, improving the precision to + 0.00003 by the end of the day.  

The thick lens source was never removed other than for routine maintenance and 

cleaning.  We set up an outgasser to handle 12 filaments and a block for loading.  Now 

you had ample filaments and could be loading a sample while finishing up another.  Life 

was getting sweeter. 

Chemistry 

 Chemistry, other than the fact that reagents are now cleaner and smaller samples 

can be run, has not changed too much.  Yes, there are now crown ethers that are selective 

to certain elements but we still dissolve rocks, separate elements using ion exchange or 

element selective resins, and use the cleanest labware possible.  Let me run through a few 

of the obvious changes that I observed and implemented during my tenure at UCLA. 

Rubidium – Strontium Rock and Minerals 

 First, we initially used uncovered platinum dishes to dissolve rocks because they 

were impervious to hydrofluoric and perchloric acid.  Within my first year, we went to 

teflon by purchasing solid teflon rod (~ 2 inch diameter), having the machine shop cut the 

tube into 3 inch high lengths, bore out a hole roughly 1.5 inches in diameter into each 

section, and manufacturing snug fitting teflon covers for each teflon beaker.  This greatly 

reduced the volumes of acid needed to digest rocks, kept the noxious fumes down even 

though this was done under hoods, and sped up the digestion process.  Now, hundreds of 
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milligrams could be digested overnight rather than over a week.  Blanks were also 

reduced dramatically. 

 The covers improved the ability to weigh spikes, which would evaporate rapidly 

when there were no teflon lids on the digestion beaker.  In fact, when I first arrived, we 

used to time our weighings so that we could monitor the weight loss of spike per minute 

and extrapolate back to time zero.  This was particularly important for rubidium and 

potassium (we also did K by isotope dilution) because we took an aliquot of the sample to 

run these alkali metals; in the beginning, the rubidium spike was not isotopically enriched 

so there would be a ton of rubidium 87 that you obviously did not want interfering with 

strontium 87.  The strontium spike (> 99.99% strontium 84) could be added at the 

beginning when you weighed your powdered rock sample.  After digestion of the 

silicates, the hydrofluoric/perchloric acids were fumed off, and the residue converted to 

chloride salts via repetitive additions of hydrochloric acid.  The digested sample in 

hydrochloric acid was carefully placed into a pre-cleaned pyrex beaker (used for 

terrestrial work) in the enclosed weighing room and covered.   

Having weighed and labeled the beforehand, you had a small pre-cleaned pyrex 

beaker ready because you would pour an aliquot of the sample into it.  Here you hit the 

timer, weighing the sample to monitor weight loss, and recording the weighs; you then 

added the mixed rubidium/potassium spike and continued monitoring time and weight 

while stirring the sample to mix the spike with the sample aliquot.  This, as I learned was 

an important step.  You did this monitoring for 3-4 minutes so you could correct the 

aliquot weight and spike weight for evaporation.  The samples were then dried down and 

were ready for the ion exchange columns.  These columns were 20-25 cm tall, 1 cm 
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diameter pyrex glass with Biorad cation exchange resins which were periodically 

calibrated using radioactive rubidium and strontium tracers added to a digested rock.  

Other than size, and perhaps the type of resin, there is not much new here. 

Once the samples had been run through the ion exchange columns, they were placed in 5 

ml pyrex beakers and were ready to run.  I thoroughly cleaned pyrex beakers in a series 

of steps from a rough clean using reagent grade aqua regia, followed by successive 

cleanings in aqua regia diluted with de-ionized then quartz distilled water. 

 Now about the mixing of spikes.  I was returning to New York after my first year 

at UCLA and had only run my second sample when I had to vaminose---I had a job with 

Bob Dodd at SUNY that summer of 1971.  The two samples I ran were done as an 

independent study; gave me time to learn all the fun stuff I have related to you under 

George.  Apparently, the second, more radiogenic granite sample results from the 

Superior Province got George excited.  I had run the sample, but did not have time nor 

did I see the need to check the “isochron” because two points make one hell of a great 

line.  Well, apparently I had not stirred the rubidium/potassium spike enough and the 

sample and spike never equilibrated---the two data points suggested an “age” of 3.4 Ga 

(billion years).  This was not typical Superior Province Canadian Shield.  George got 

excited until the sample was re-analyzed yielding an “age” of 2.7 Ga, which was far more 

typical of granites in the area.   

 Upon my return in August, George had given me a “B” in my independent study, 

probably due to the coronary I nearly gave him.  In discussing this boo-boo, he asked me 

if I ever drank, and if so, did I ever have mixed drinks. I said I did and he asked me what 

I did when I made a mixed drink.  I said I mixed it to which he suggested I do the same in 
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the future to the rubidium/potassium aliquot upon adding the spike.  I never had the 

problem again and in that year, my second, we also acquired enriched rubidium and 

potassium spikes so all spikes could be added when the sample was initially weighed.  

Aliquots and stirring were no more. 

Dropping Acid and High Pressure Door Diving 

 This brief note was one of my more exciting days in the chemistry lab.  While 

getting a bottle of concentrated nitric acid out to put in the Quartz still, I dropped the 

acid.  I basically flew out of my shoes, which were engulfed in concentrated nitric acid 

and out the door.  Turning around, I watched the acid spread and the floor tiles bubbling.  

Tony Finnerty, Gary Ernst’s student, brought down some sodium bicarbonate, which we 

broadcast liberally over the floor.  Following neutralization, I cleaned up the disaster. 

 Wetherill’s mass spec lab was next to George Kennedy’s high pressure lab.  This 

was the Kennedy of Kennedy and Ito fame.  For a while, Susan W. Kieffer, an excellent 

scientist who has since received numerous awards, was doing research for Kennedy.  One 

Saturday, while I was doing a run, I heard a thump against our wall, followed by a 

scream.  Running out of the lab, I saw Susan lying against the wall in the hall.  Going into 

Kennedy’s lab I assessed what had happened.  Kennedy’s high pressure work, what was 

then called diamond anvil work, used a steel cylinder that was approximately 15 inches in 

diameter and 6 to 8 inches high.  The center was bored out in an inverted conical shape, 

perhaps 3 inches in diameter at the cone’s base.  The sample was placed at the apex of the 

cone and another steel plate of similar dimensions with a diamond would be lowered onto 

the sample to generate pressures on the order of 100 kilobars (lower mantle).  It was 

imperative that the two steel plates were aligned exactly.  Sue had failed to do this, the 
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lower plate had split in half sending one half against the wall, i.e. the thump I heard.  The 

other half had exploded, sending shards of steel shrapnel into the lab towards Sue, who, 

luckily, was near the door and dove out.  Fortunately, although shaken up, Sue was OK 

and I helped her clean up the mess. 

Uranium – Lead Chemistry 

 Again, the main changes in zircon chemistry were the introduction of Tom 

Krogh’s teflon bomb technique, anion exchange chromatography, and use of teflon sub-

boiling stills to produce cleaner acids.  Our zircon chemistry was done in an enclosure 

within the lunar sample chemistry lab.   

 When I first arrived, Jalal was digesting many tens to hundreds of milligrams of 

zircons from the Precambrian of Minnesota.  His rocks or technique, I am not sure which, 

allowed him to continually get hundreds of milligrams of zircons.  I rarely got more than 

30 milligrams, even when I processed what I considered to be lots of rock.  So, I tried to 

lower my blank and run less sample.  Although unspectacular by today’s standards, my 

best run involved less than a milligram of zircons and a total lead blank of 457 

picograms.  Most of my work centered on rubidium/strontium work rather than zircons. 

 I must admit, I hated separating zircons.  We did all of our rock crushing and 

mineral separations, from sledge hammering the sample, to rough grinding, to ball 

milling a representative splits, sieving, to separating heavy minerals on the Wilfley table, 

removing magnetic minerals with a pole magnet, using heavy liquid density separations, 

separating zircons based upon magnetic characteristics on the Frantz Separator, and 

finally hand picking of individual zircons.  This final step was often done while a 30-

minute strontium run was in progress.  However, I found uranium – lead mass 
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spectrometry far simpler than that of strontium.  Even though we stayed with the Nier 

source on the lead machine, peak tops were relatively flat and the data were not terribly 

difficult to reduce, especially after I wrote my little program. 

Sudbury and Labrador:  Then and Now 

 Now that you have an idea of the workings of the lab and mass spectrometry in 

the early to mid 1970s, I would like to address how my thoughts have changed on these 

topics, some background on what was going on at the time, as well as the intensity of the 

issues flitting about.  I ask but one thing.  There are many ideas that will be expressed 

herein, some may be borne out through study to be correct and others may be erroneous, 

given they are speculative.  In the 30 years since these results were generated, I have 

seen, as you will see, a bias towards the work I did on Sudbury and Labrador.  So, if you 

should decide to pursue any of my thoughts, please extend me a courtesy by 

acknowledging the source of the idea.  I thank you in advance, now let us begin. 

Sudbury:  Background and Observations 

 Meteorite impacts, as causes of terrestrial phenomena were not taken seriously in 

the early 1970s.  I took a great deal of good-natured ribbing about shatter cones, 

meteorite impacts, shock lamellae in quartz (linear defects in minerals caused by the 

intense pressures generated by impacts), and an igneous complex resulting from such an 

impact.  We actually had some great debates and when I would give a talk in the 

department, the running joke would be, “Hey Hurst, are you talking about Sudbury 

again?”  For me, academically, the impact issue was not to die for; in fact, no academic 

issues are or should be.  However, I do recall an American Geophysical Union meeting in 

Washington, D.C. where George was talking about lunar impact craters and John 
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O’Keefe, a vehement opponent of lunar impacts, jumped out of his seat and screamed, 

“That’s not true!  Lunar craters are volcanic in origin!”  Let me reiterate, Colin Graham’s 

joke from the Mother Country, Great Britain: 

The Query:  “Why is academic in-fighting so intense?” 

The Answer:  “Because there is so little at stake!” 

Labrador and the early crust of the Earth, the oldest rocks, discussed later, were a 

political, academic turf war. 

I too had some fun; what goes around, comes around.  When my name came up to 

give a talk at our weekly department graduate student luncheon, where students and 

faculty gathered for lunch plus an informal talk by the grad student of the week, I did 

something different.  I grabbed some rocks and minerals from the introductory geology 

lab and gave the faculty a “pop quiz” on rock and mineral identification.  Following 

normal protocol, each professor was given 2 minutes per sample to answer the standard 

questions about the mineral or rock, then they had to pass the sample on.  It was fun, 

different, and like the U.S. Marines say, “Always do and expect the unexpected.”  The 

profs on the receiving end, whom I remember being present, Gerhard Oertel, John 

Cristie, Clem Nelson, John Rosenfeld, and Ken Watson, took it in great spirit. 

In the summer of 1972, George took Jalal and me to beautiful Sudbury, a region 

whose forests had been devastated by years of nickel smelting.  In fact, nickel smelting 

provided the main attraction for young lovers in the area.  In the evening, after a Friday 

night dinner, George suggested we go out for some “entertainment”.  We drove to a dirt 

lot adjacent to a giant ridge of nickel cinders and slag on the INCO (International Nickel 

Company) property; the ridge stood more than 100 feet high and had a rail line running 
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along its crest.  There were perhaps 20 to 30 cars parked in the lot.  After waiting about 

15 minutes, a train was observed backing a series of cars that looked like coal tenders 

(freight cars with an open top) down the ridge.  At this point, in each parked car, two to 

four heads now appeared, as if expecting to see the second coming of the Messiah given 

the applause and cheers that resounded throughout the lot.  The train stopped, the cars, in 

perfect harmony, began to tilt.  We watched as Sudbury, Ontario became an eruption of 

the Kilauea volcano in Hawaii, as molten slag cascaded from each car, running down the 

flank of the ridge of cinders and slag (Plate IV).  When the last drop of molten slag had 

left the last car, the lot was again silent; the heads disappeared, not resurfacing until the 

next slag run some 20 to 30 minutes later.   

 

Plate IV:  Sudbury Slagman 
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Friendly Advice 

What was learned from Sudbury (and Labrador) was and is important, yet my 

work in these areas has been overlooked.  Why?   

You must have the right mentality and timing to succeed in academia.  By this, I 

mean that you need to “play the game”, push your work aggressively, dedicate your life 

to your work, and have the right credentials.  This was and is simply not I.  I chose a 

different course.  My leanings reside in the combined mental and physical realms, 

founded on my dad’s and martial arts instruction to avoid confrontation; it has never been 

in my nature to talk over someone or mentally put someone down.  Although I taught 

Green Berets how to sneak through forests, survive, and do all sorts of stuff, this type of 

assertiveness is diametrically opposed to that encountered in academia.  Simply stated, I 

did not “toot my own horn” enough regarding Sudbury and Labrador.   

It helps to be at the right place at the right time.  My tenure at Stony Brook and 

UCLA occurred at a time when these schools were working to establish their rankings 

among the Nation’s revered Earth Science Graduate Programs.  Students at growing 

universities, especially those not marketing their wares, simply do not get the exposure 

that would be forthcoming to those attending Ivy League or established research 

institutions at the time.   

Additionally, in the early 1970s, the number of major U.S. isotope labs was 

limited with Wetherill at UCLA, Tilton at UC, Santa Barbara, Wasserburg at the Lunatic 

Asylum (Cal Tech), and the Geophysical Lab contingency (Hart, Krogh, Davis, and 

Alldrich).  By the late 1970s, however, the significance of isotopic analyses in the Earth 

Sciences was understood and major universities were now beginning to seek recent PhDs 
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trained under the masters.  I was out of place, having been somewhat sequestered at 

UCSB on a three year Postdoc that was not fruitful as will be seen later.  In short, with 

the significance of terrestrial impacts being a matter of debate in the early 1970s and the 

Cal Techs/Oxford type universities publishing on the early crust, compounded by my 

philosophy and displaced timing, the work I did on Sudbury and Labrador has gone 

unnoticed.  So before pursuing an academic route, make sure you fit the mold.     

The Sudbury Event:  Three Decades Later 

 The Sudbury Event is now the name given to the probable impact and generation 

of the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive.  The term irruptive was initially used because of the 

debated origin of the Sudbury Structure.  Recently, based upon uranium – lead dating of 

Sudbury norite zircons by Krogh, and the presumption that the norite and impact are 

coeval, the age of the Sudbury Impact Event is 1850 Ma.  However, it has not been 

established that the norites are impact related.  The norites have no shock features, which 

could be interpreted to indicate their formation either post dates the impact or are coeval.  

However, offset dikes, offshoots of the norite cut Sudbury Breccia, which is an impact 

related pseudotachylite.  The Sudbury Impact Event must have occurred prior to the 

norite.  Let’s see what can be learned from some old data and get a bit technical. 

 When I did my thesis, the rubidium-87 decay constant was about 2.5% lower than 

the currently accepted value (1.39 versus 1.42 X 10-11 yr-1).  Revising the rubidium – 

strontium age of my Sudbury norite results using the new decay constant yields an age of 

1843 Ma, which is in fine agreement with those of Krogh’s zircon work.  The next step 

also requires some corrections to my thesis work on the Sudbury Breccia, which should 
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have been done but was not, given my thesis was written in three weeks (if you guessed 

that I will be discuss this later, you are learning). 

 One screw up that occurred involved the calibration of the strontium spike---Jalal 

and I both thought the other person had calibrated the spike when in fact neither of us did.  

The error was caught, but we had to correct a whole bunch of data, including my norite 

results for spike evaporation as a function of time; spike concentration increases due to 

evaporation.  Fortunately, the lunar spike, which was stored with the terrestrial spike, was 

calibrated monthly, hence we had a good record of changing concentration versus time.        

To date the Sudbury Breccia, I applied lunar breccia techniques, cutting sections 

of the breccia adjacent to a granite clast.  I then analyzed each section, presuming the 

impact event that created the breccia might have reset the rubidium – strontium clock, 

thereby allowing me to date the Sudbury Event.  Additional analyses that were done after 

the thesis, are now included.  The resulting rubidium – strontium date of 1863 Ma, along 

with a very elevated strontium initial ratio, circa 0.719, is more consistent with the known 

geologic conditions, i.e. the norite post-dates the Sudbury Event; the initial ratio is also 

consistent with average Superior Province granite strontium 87/86 ratios in the area at the 

time of the impact indicating, as evidenced by field relationships, that the Sudbury 

Breccia is intensely comminuted Superior Province granites.  Note also that the Sudbury 

micropegmatite or granophyre samples I ran, which indicated open system behavior (they 

did not define a unique isochron), if taken as a composite, lies very close to the Sudbury 

Breccia isochron.  Hence, in my mind, the Sudbury Event accounted for perhaps 10 to 15 

million years of mantle – crust disruption in the time interval defined by the age of the 

norite, 1850 Ma, and the potential impact at ~ 1865 Ma.  The norite, in my mind, and the 
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rest of the Sudbury Irruptive, which is now the Sudbury Igneous Complex, may represent 

the last crust – mantle readjustment following the impact. 

The Three-Week Thesis 

 Before moving on to Labrador, let me briefly explain the rapid writing of my 

thesis.  I finished defending my PhD work in June, 1975.  In the summer of 1974, I spent 

the summer in Saglek Bay, Labrador mapping and collecting what would be my Labrador 

thesis rocks.  Leaving Labrador in September, 1974, the three tons of rocks collected did 

not arrive until early December, 1974.  In early 1975, George Wetherill was in the 

process of leaving UCLA, receiving offers from both the Department of Terrestrial 

Magnetism (DTM) and California Institute of Technology to serve as their Director; in 

the end, he accepted DTM’s offer.  Both Mike Rabinowitz who completed his defense 

and Jalal Farhat who was ready to defend would finish easily, while my situation was 

dicier.  George, however, reassured me there would be no problem even if he left but it 

would be easier if I could finish before he left.  I agreed.  Hell, I had been working seven 

days a week for nearly three years, including every holiday, so what’s the big deal? 

 I got cracking on the granitic gneisses from Saglek Bay over the Christmas 

Holiday in 1974, in spite of the fact my Mom was visiting from New York for two 

weeks.   She amused herself by shopping and watching movie stars in Beverly Hills 

where she stayed.  One of my fond Mom Memories was our excursion to a Hollywood 

camera store where I was buying a light meter.  Looking across the store, was Leonard 

Nimoy, aka Spock of Star Trek fame.  My Mom could not remember his name, so she 

poked me and said, “Isn’t that what’s his name?” to which I responded, “Oh Yeah, that’s 

Leonard Nimoy, you know, Star Trek.”  Here came one of my Mom’s zingers.  She said, 
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“You know, he looks like a regular person in real life.”  And I always thought those 

pointed ears were his own! 

 By late April, I had completed my analyses and began to organize my thoughts.  

Fortunately, training in martial arts had taught me how to focus my energies so I can get 

done a great deal in a short amount of time.  I recall a comment made to me by a UCLA 

undergraduate, Warren Butcher (aka Butch), who worked in the graduate dorm where I 

lived for my first two years at UCLA.  Butch would see me running the dorm grad events 

(I was the President of the dorm for two years), playing pool, photographing the botanical 

gardens, “strumming my six string, on my front porch swing” (Jimmy Buffet’s 

Margaritaville anyone), and in general, not appearing to be the “normal” graduate student 

who would go to class, eat, and retire to hour upon hour of studying in the library.  One 

day, he said exactly that, “Richard, you don’t appear to be a normal graduate student. 

You’re always screwing off.”  I simply told him that my marital arts training and 

discipline was a Blessing, allowing me to focus intently on what I was doing so it got 

done in an hour, instead of three or four hours.  Butch understood, especially discipline---

his father was a Colonel in the U.S. Army     

How was I going to get this thesis typed?  Luckily, George Kennedy had an 

exceptional typist by the name of Bea Gola.  Bea was quite crusty, and if you were a 

shithead, she flat out ignored you.  Fortunately, despite opinions about the composition of 

my head circulating in the profession, Bea did not place me in this category.  Bea not 

only found a way to get your typing done in and around Kennedy’s stuff, but she was fast 

and charged a total of fifty bucks for the whole thing.  She was marvelous, absolutely no 
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typos.  FYI, one day, I handed her 40 single spaced hand-written pages of my chicken 

scratch, which she handed back to me, typed, less than 30 minutes later. 

 Much of my writing took place in May, when I visited friends for a week in 

Boston.  With Bea’s speed and my need to finish, the thesis was written by the third week 

in May, so that my committee members, Professors Wetherill, Ernst, Watson, Wasson, 

and Lingenfelter, could review it.  The down side, in retrospect, is that so much was left 

out, but I got done. 

 There are always some points of interest regarding the completion of a thesis.  

First, following my thesis defense, Bill Kaula, an exceptional planetary scientist and 

Chair of the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Sciences, came up to me and paid me a 

compliment I shall never forget.  He said that in his entire career, he had never seen 

anyone handle their thesis committee and related questions as well as I had.  Professor 

Kaula is no longer with us, but I am confident the Heavens are being charted rather 

handily by him at this moment. 

 Despite the rigorous scrutiny theses were put under, I found that by following the 

format UCLA gave me, the submission of the thesis, which took 20 minutes, was one of 

the fastest administrative acts I ever performed at UCLA.  Now this came as a bit of a 

shock to Professor John Wasson, the well-known meteoriticist.  Professor Wasson signed 

my thesis but had expected me to make some minor grammatical changes.  For those of 

you in the writing stages, listen up and pay attention.  I noticed, that after the first 

revision of my thesis, my committee members began correcting each other’s changes, not 

mine.  Hence, Professor Wasson was correcting Professor Wetherill’s and Ernst’s 
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revisions, not mine.  So I stopped the potential for an Infinite Do Loop by turning in my 

thesis given everyone Ok’d it by signing off.   

One day, while walking to the Geology Library near Professor Wasson’s office, 

he saw me and asked when he could expect to see my revisions.  When I told him it was 

turned in, his face froze, and as the word “but” began to repetitively leave his lips, I 

reminded him he had signed it.  I never saw him so shocked and dumbfounded in all my 

years at UCLA.  He was a good man and within the week was laughing about the 

incident.  Let’s move to the meat of Labrador. 

Archaean Turf Wars 

 It came to pass, that the discovery of old lunar crust helped drive the search for 

the oldest rocks on the Earth during the 1970s.  The fire was further fueled by egos and 

eccentricities, particularly in Minnesota, and by the discovery of, at that time, the Ancient 

Gneiss Complex, including the Amitsoq Gneisses, in Godthaab, West Greenland.  As a 

reminder to you layfolk and neophytes, the Earth’s Archaean is the Precambrian time 

period prior to 2.5 Ga.     

Old Rox in a Box 

  How exactly were the early Archaean Amitsoq Gneisses discovered?  Greenland 

is owned by Denmark and was being mapped by the Greenland Geological Survey, which 

included fine field people like Vic McGregor, David Bridgwater, and Brain Windley.  

Here we focus on McGregor. 

 Like all field geologists, Vic McGregor took hand specimen size samples.  This is 

just the opposite of the typical geochronologist, particularly those of us who worked in 

field areas that were not readily accessible.  My average sample was typically 30 to 40 
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kilograms.  Based upon Vic’s mapping and available ages of Greenland’s igneous – 

metamorphic terranes, Vic concluded that gneissic outcroppings proximal to the 

Godthaab region, particularly those containing what were interpreted to be dike 

fragments (Ameralik dikes) were much older than late Archaean.  How much older, he 

did not know.   

 As the story unfolds, he sent a letter to Steven Moorbath at Oxford wondering if 

he, Moorbath, might be interested in dating some gneisses for him.  Moorbath agreed, so 

Vic dug around in a box he had thrown some of these Amitsoq gneiss samples in and sent 

them to Moorbath.  Rubidium – strontium dating confirmed McGregor’s sentiments 

regarding the antiquity of these rocks; their age was ~ 3.7 Ga.  Contemporaneously, Brian 

Windley, working in Greenland’s Fiskenaesset area, mapped what he interpreted to be an 

Archaean anorthosite – chromite complex whose age came in at 2.8 Ga, the first 

Archaean anorthosite.  Now we begin to wonder if the Earth’s earliest crust, like the lunar 

highlands, might have been anorthositic.  The snowball, which began rolling downhill in 

1972, is gaining momentum. 

 Let’s cross the Atlantic, the continental U.S., coming to UCLA and Wetherill’s 

seminar in the fall, 1972, or winter, 1973.  The seminar focused on the Archaean and, 

wishing to do something different, i.e. not talk about Sudbury, I discussed the work being 

done in the Granite – Greenstone Terranes of South Africa by the University of 

Witwatersrand.  This region had old stuff (rocks), yielding ages circa 3.4 Ga.  A friend of 

mine, Mike Garcia (now at the University of Hawaii) and department softball team 

buddy, would discuss the North Atlantic Craton (Canada, Great Britain, Greenland).  
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Prior to the class, we talked about the opening of the Atlantic and Labrador Sea, the latter 

separating Greenland from Labrador. 

 Now, George was not one to let errant, off-the-cuff comments slide by.  I learned 

this during my first quarter at UCLA, where, in Wetherill’s seminar, I was assigned the 

topic of potassium – argon dating of the newly introduced paleomagnetic time scale; this 

was in part due my tutelage under Ollie Schaeffer, whose expertise was in potassium – 

argon dating.  During my presentation, every time I reported the age of a normal or 

reversed polarity event, George would ask about the error on the age.  Well, I had not 

explored this, so he told me to “look into it” by next week’s class.  I did, learning that 

when errors in the dating were considered, you could not resolve a normal from a reverse 

polarity event.  My father’s sign, THINK, came to mind, and I still wonder if this 

uncertainty in paleomagnetic dating holds true today, especially for all those who employ 

the “time scale” on a routine basis? 

 Anyway, Garcia starts talking about the North Atlantic Craton and somewhere, 

during his presentation, he states that if early Archaean crust is present in Greenland, it 

should also be present in Labrador.  Wetherill, as usual, asked why, to which Garcia said, 

“I don’t know.”  It had been pure speculation on our part prior to the class, presuming 

that, like the Atlantic, the Labrador Sea had also parted.  Unbeknownst to us at the time, 

work by LePichon and colleagues had or would soon show this to be the case.  Anyway, 

after class, George gave me his normal pep talk about this possibility, saying in 

Wetherillese, “Rick, why don’t you look into this?”  Okay, so if everyone is going to 

Greenland, which we will see was indeed the case, I will go to Labrador, following my 
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philosophy, avoiding confrontation with Cal Tech/Oxford, and dynamite---don’t worry, 

we’ll come back to this. 

Stereo Nets Again? 

 I switched my major from Mathematics to Earth and Space Science in my 

sophomore year at the Brook after taking Physical Geology from Bob Dodd.  Initially, I 

was headed into Oceanography, but the Marine Science group split from the rest of the 

department and I moved into the lunar stuff, which, as we all know, got me into 

geochemistry and the writing of this historical treatise.  I did not have structural geology; 

hence, I ended up taking it at UCLA, along with other grad students who had not had it 

during their undergraduate careers.  Fortunately, with good advice from Bob Dodd, I took 

a second year of chemistry, physical chemistry, because if I had not, UCLA made you do 

this if you were headed into geochemistry or petrology (origin of rocks for layfolks).  In 

any event, I did all my field training at UCLA, including the use of stereo nets, which I 

thought I would never see again.  Was I wrong! 

 So what’s a stereo net?  No, it is not a net thrown over a music playing device.  

Stereo nets allow Earth scientists to display three-dimensional features in two 

dimensions, i.e. on a sheet of paper.  Perhaps the best lay analogy is that of a cartoon 

character, like Wiley Coyote, the antagonist of the Roadrunner.  Wiley Coyote is chasing 

the Roadrunner.  As usual, the coyote has set a trap, painting the picture of a tunnel on 

the wall of a cliff made of solid rock, which nothing can run through.  However, the 

Roadrunner runs at full speed right into, and through the tunnel.  However, Wiley Coyote 

suffers the fate he expected to thrust upon his adversary.  When he runs into the “tunnel”, 

he is totally flattened against the rocks, transformed from a three-dimensional being, with 
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depth, width, and height, into a two-dimensional being with height and width.  Maps are 

another good example of three-dimensional space being flattened or projected into two 

dimensions. 

 Stereo nets also allow us to move objects around.  They have been used by Earth 

scientists to determine how continents have moved relative to each other over long 

periods of geologic time.  This is exactly what I ended up doing with Greenland and 

Labrador.  Hunting for hours around the journals, old school style with no internet, I 

discovered the paper by LePichon and others that provided details about the opening of 

the Labrador Sea; more specifically, the most important information their work provided 

was an estimate of the point of rotation (i.e. the pole or geographic location in latitude 

and longitude) that would open the Labrador Sea, separating Greenland from Labrador. 

 Once this location was plotted on the stereo net, I plotted the latitudes/longitudes 

of Godthaab and Fiskenaesset, West Greenland, the locations of the old Amitsoq Gneiss 

and Archaean Anorthosites, and would proceed to rotate them westward, towards 

Labrador, to see where they end up.  Since stereo nets use degrees of rotation, i.e. circular 

motion, it was possible to use the difference in degrees of longitude between locations in 

Greenland and Labrador, hold Labrador in place, and rotate Greenland back to fit against 

Labrador.  This fitting process is somewhat analogous to the way scissors move, with 

each cutting edge rotating around the point where the two shears are joined.  So where 

would the ancient gneisses of Greenland fit? 

 Well, it’s never quite that simple because I am assuming a predominant east to 

west motion?  There is also north to south motion (i.e. translation).  This translation issue 

would be constrained after visiting Labrador and doing some reconnaissance.  However, 
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based on LePichon’s data, and hours of trial and error on a stereo net, I was able to 

estimate that the Godthaab-Fiskenaesset area best fit would be somewhere between 57 

and 60 degrees North Latitude and 61 to 63 degrees West Longitude.  This basically 

suggested the coast of Labrador to the north of Nain had the best potential for discovering 

rocks equivalent to those found in West Greenland.   

Hitching a Ride with a Seabird:  18 – 29 July, 1972    

 Through his connections with the National Science Foundation, George knew of 

Stearns A. “Tony” Morse at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst (UMass).  Tony 

directed the Nain Anorthosite Project, funding doctoral students doing research on 

layered igneous complexes and anorthosite in Labrador, based in Nain.  After a few 

phone calls, it was arranged for Jalal and me to spend two weeks with Tony in the 

summer of 1972, cruising up the Labrador coast on the UMass Research Vessel, the R.V. 

Pitsiulak (a seabird, who like the R.V. Pitsiulak, was noted for appearing and 

disappearing rapidly).   

 To get to Labrador, you flew into Toronto, and picked up a jet to Goose Bay, 

Labrador, which was, and still is, a U.S. Air Force Base.  We stayed in luxury at the 

Hotel Goose (no joke); roads were unpaved and the weather unpredictable.  The adage, 

“If you don’t like the weather, wait ten minutes,” is based in fact not myth.  The only 

minor problem was that Air Canada did not get my clothing and field gear on the plane 

from Toronto to Goose Bay.  This was a minor inconvenience.  George wired me about 

500 bucks, I re-outfitted myself, and when I returned to UCLA, I filed a claim with Air 

Canada on George’s behalf to get his money back given it was his own, not grant, money 

he wired. 
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 When the weather was reasonable, you flew on a “Float”, small seaplanes 

formally called Beavers with pontoons that could land and take off from water, to Nain 

where you joined Tony and his group.  The plan was to let Tony re-supply his field 

parties, then head north as far as we could go, along the Labrador coast, taking 

reconnaissance samples along the way.  As I recall, we spent about a week supplying 

field parties, then turned north.  Passing by the Kiglapait Intrusion, we stopped in on John 

Berg if I recall.  We passed the time sitting on igneous rocks, munching wild blueberries, 

and enjoying the momentarily calm weather.  The winter of 1971/1972 had been fierce, 

and it had lingered, as we shall soon see. 

 We passed northward, through Tessiuyakh Bay on the landward side of 

Operngeviksoak Island but outboard of the Okhakh Islands, towards Cod Island and the 

Mugford Group, a mid-Precambrian series of volcanic lava flows and sediments.  Our 

plans had been modified to move as far north as possible, then sample on the return.  

Moving past Cod Island, we passed Lost Channel Inlet, entering Mugford Tickle which 

opened to the Labrador Sea at Cape Mugford.  Here, our journey would come to an 

abrupt halt---sea ice, as far as the eye could see.  No matter how you wish to spell it out, 

sea ice or see ice, the latter in the form of an interrogatory, the northward journey of the 

R.V. Pitsiulak had come to an end this summer of 1972 (Plate V).  We turned about, or in 

Canadian, aboot, and began sampling gneisses exposed in Lost Channel Inlet.  These 

appeared a bit buggered, appearing to be migmatites, mixtures of igneous – metamorphic 

rocks; these were not ideal samples, and without a solid geologic footing, any results 

would be difficult to interpret, however, the results would provide valuable preliminary 

information. 
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Plate V 
 

Given time was short, we decided to sample the Archaean as mapped on the 

Okhakh Islands, exploring the remains of a Moravian missionary outpost there.  It was 

very common for Tony to do soundings in the fjords, many of which had minimal 

bathymetric information and also because his wife Dorothy’s father or close relative was 

a renowned geographer, Alexander Forbes.  It was in the blood.   

 The Okhakh Island missionary had, as story goes, been wiped out by a plague.  In 

fact, there was an above ground stone grave, partially open, with human bone fragments 

inside.  I interpreted this to be the remains of perhaps the last survivor, who would 

construct his final place of repose, crawl in as his time approached, and find his Eternal 

rest.  Vegetables, including rhubarb plants that stood over five feet high, remained.  

Dorothy was a great cook, so she made both rhubarb and blueberry pies, along with fresh 

fish and mussels taken from the sea (Plate VI).  Despite long, hard, arduous days, we 

neither went hungry nor lost any weight.  Many evenings were spent watching the Arctic 
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Sunset, about 2230 (10:30 PM), while dipping steamed mussels in drawn butter on the 

bow of the R.V. Pitsiulak.  I made the following entries in my field notes: 

 “The basement terrane does not resemble any of the other basement seen……No 
kspar is evident other than in the intrusive granite…..Perhaps they [gneisses] are 
associated with the anorthositic event since they are very feldspathic with next to no 
mafics.” 
 
I took about four samples of this anorthosite because if its age was Archaean, as it turned 

out to be, I had my first link to West Greenland, anorthosites comparable to those in 

Fiskenaesset. 

 

Plate VI:  Fine Griddles in Labrador (Thank You Dorothy Morse) 
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A storm blew in and we anchored in Calm Cove near what Alexander Forbes 

referred to as Geology Cove.  The intensity of the wind was such, that 5 – 6 foot waves 

developed and the R.V. Pitsiulak, despite weighing anchors off the bow and the stern, was 

blown towards the shore.  Despite the weather and ice, some 50 samples of basement 

rocks were collected. 

 I left Labrador, Jalal returned to Los Angeles and I went to New York to visit my 

Mom for a week.  Guess what?  Air Canada, which had finally gotten my misplaced 

luggage to Goose Bay, forgot to load it onto the departing flight, so I returned to my 

boyhood home clothesless.  Fortunately, there were spare clothes at home, and a few days 

later, Air Canada personally delivered my temporarily lost belongings to my home on 

Concord Street. 

Lost Channel Results 

I returned to UCLA a few weeks later, in July, but as usual, my samples did not 

arrive until late October.  I immediately began processing the samples collected from the 

Lost Channel area given they were collected within a region which I suspected might be 

the southern limit in Labrador of early Archaean basement that might correlate with the 

Godthaab region of West Greenland.  I also quickly processed some zircons from the 

Okhakh Island anorthosite and determined, as stated above, it was Archaean, and an 

anorthosite because my petrographic work demonstrated it contained more than 90% 

calcium-rich plagioclase (bytownite).  George initially thought my petrography was a 

waste of time until I started showing him how it could be integrated with geochronology, 
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as a tool for selecting rocks for analysis and explaining open system behavior due to low 

temperature alteration. 

The Labrador Lost Channel rubidium strontium data were not definitive.  

Petrographic examination had suggested later alteration; although the data points could 

be bracketed by 3 – 3.5 Ga isochrons, the analyses did not define a nice line.  Zircons, 

however, were not as screwy, and yielded an age of ~ 3.4 Ga.  Other samples from the 

same outcrop yielded ages that were younger, circa 3.1 Ga.  Knowing what I would know 

by 1975, these are undoubtedly equivalent, or nearly so, to the gneisses we would 

discover in Saglek Bay to the north.  Additionally, the Okhakh anorthosite data plot on 

the same chord (discordia) as the younger, 3.1 Ga, gneisses from Lost Channel Inlet, 

hence it is conceivable that the age of the Okhakh anorthosite, which is at a minimum 2.7 

– 2.8 Ga, is closer to 3.1 Ga.   

Although I was excited, George was still not overjoyed.  In fact, at the spring 

1973 American Geophysical Union Meeting in Washington, I remember Tony Morse, 

George, and I discussing the project.  Tony finally looked at George and asked, “So is he 

going to pursue the Labrador work?”  George simply replied that he did not know.  

George was conservative, and smart, this way.  He never showed, nor wanted you to 

show data “before their time”, meaning that if there was something weird, you could 

explain it rather than having no clue as to why data did not lie on a line or fit the model.  

We trudged on. 

The Summer of 1973 in Labrador:  29 June to 30 July, 1973 

 In late June of 1973, I returned by myself to Labrador, and this time, weather and 

Air Canada would be on my side.  Sometime before leaving, I had received a letter from 
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a new professor at Memorial University of Newfoundland by the name of Collerson, 

Kenneth D. Collerson.  He had heard of my excursions into Labrador and invited me to 

join him in his field area south of Nain in Flower Bay.  Collerson hailed from down 

under, Australia.  I would be spending a week with Collerson’s group prior to leaving for 

Nain to meet up with the UMass folks.  Like many others, he wished to jump onto the 

Oldest Rock bandwagon and, by the following year, we would collaborate with the 

Greenland Geological Survey’s David Bridgwater, in this search. 

 There is a vast difference in Labrador between the coast and forested areas, the 

latter being typical of Flowers Bay.  Breezes along the coast keep the bugs away while 

trees cut off the wind making you not one, but all seven courses on the gourmet menu of 

mosquitoes, deer flys, and “No-See-Ums”.  Fortunately, Labrador did not have deer flys 

in this area.  Sudbury did, and when they bit you knew it.  These were basically large 

horse fly type creatures with what felt like six-inch teeth. 

 We all know of mosquitoes or skeeters, which swarm and buzz and are pesty.  But 

not too many in most of the continental U.S., other than those perhaps in the northern 

portions have run into No-See-Ums, hereafter NSUs.  Ounce for ounce, these gnat-sized 

carnivores could bite through layers of clothes, make you bleed, and go unnoticed.  

During my first day at Flowers Bay, wearing a mesh undershirt underneath a regular 

undershirt and flannel shirt, I ended up with 72 bites, each of which was bleeding.  Now 

we did have insect repellent, and it worked pretty well.  But I do remember wondering 

about this stuff because I accidentally spilled some on a plastic Bic pen, and the plastic, 

later on, appeared to dissolve. 
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 Basically, the week in Flowers Bay was spent mapping and getting to know each 

other.  Ken had his wife, Jane, young son, Ben, and his field assistant, Bruce Ryan along.  

Food was good, particularly the day we helped some fishermen clear their nets, which 

had fouled on some rocks.  We came back to camp to find a three-foot salmon on a tree 

stump in the middle of our camp.   

 I had a few days layover with the Saunders, a nice fishing family who resided in 

Davis Inlet, eating venison, fish, and blueberries before heading to Nain via the local 

airlines.  Now Nain, by northern Labrador standards, was a regular (Plate VII), hence I 

was not the only person heading there and the plane had to be larger.  This put you into 

the Otter class of seaplane, which could seat around 20 people.  The morning I was to 

leave, I, along with 12 – 15 other passengers onboard, placed our luggage in the aisle, as 

there were no lower baggage compartments.   

 

Plate VII:  Nain, Labrador, Newfoundland 1972 
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 Here is where it gets interesting and makes you thankful for jets with big, huge 

rockets which we call engines.  The pilot closes the door to the Otter and begins to taxi 

out from the loading area, i.e. a wooden dock.  The plane accelerates, lifts off, gets, I 

would say 20 to 30 feet up, and SPLASH, we’re back down in the water.  The location of 

the luggage, given the amount, had screwed up the takeoff; so, the pilot redistributed the 

luggage, tried again, succeeded in lifting off----we were on our way to Nain (18 July). 

Nain to Kangalsiorvik Fjord 

 Arriving in Nain, I hauled my gear about a quarter mile or so because the tide was 

out---narrow fjords and the irregular coastline cause extreme tidal fluctuations in these 

areas.  This year, in addition to the normal cast of characters, the Morses (Tony, Dorothy, 

and their three daughters Sophie, Anne, Elyse), Bob Dymek, and the R.V. Pitsiulak 

navigator, Amos, we were joined by Jackson M. “Jay” Barton, who was working with 

Chris Brooks in Montreal, Canada.  Old rocks, as I said, were the hot topic.  Barton, at 

the time, said he was not interested in the Archaean, but within a short period of time, he 

would “get  religion”. 

 The plan, like last year, was to proceed as far north as possible, come aboot, and 

sample on the return.  It would be a long journey with lots of whale sightings and near 

collisions.  The R.V. Pitsiulak was a very seaworthy vessel, being a 51-foot reconditioned 

Newfoundland Liner, capable of making its way through rough, ice laden seas.  This was 

good because in 1973, the ice had passed, other than the few bergs looking for Titanic II, 

and when you left the shelter of the coast, upon exiting Mugford Tickle, you entered the 

Labrador Sea, which, like all open oceans, can be unforgiving.  The weather was, in 
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general, good.  There was one storm where I recall the bow of the R.V. Pitsiulak would 

submerge below the sea, then rise, giving you what we used to call in California an “E” 

ticket ride; these were the more expensive, exciting, scarier rides in Disneyland during 

the years when you had to purchase tickets for specific rides as opposed to today’s 

general admission where you can go on any ride. 

 Traveling along the coast, one finds time and distance seem to stand still.  The 

capes that appeared on the horizon remained there for hours it seemed.  We passed the 

time playing cards, yakking, fishing, and playing games with the Morse’s girls.  I 

remember one incident when Anne, about 10 that year, was being a kid, getting on 

everyone’s nerves.  So, we played a game called “let’s tie Anne up in a chair to keep her 

busy.”  After about an hour, we all felt some remorse, but Anne, being the tenacious 

young lady she was, rejected our offers to undo her knots, and within two and one-half 

hours, finally freed herself.   

 I monitored the coastline, making notes on the way north.  On passing Cape 

Uivak, at Saglek Bay, I made the following entry (20 July 1973): 

 “Basement is migmatitic with numerous basic dikes X-cutting.  Will sample after 
northing, possible Greenland correlation.” 
 
 On 21 July, we reached Ramah Bay and our most northerly point, 

Kangalaksiorvik Fjord.  I noted that although there were still dikes present, they were not 

as numerous in this area.  My thoughts on the Labrador – West Greenland correlation 

were written as what I called Pensees, given I did not wish to waste all those years of 

French.  On 21 July I noted a number of observations: 

 On the Correlation:  “If Lost Channel Inlet is the southern extension of the old 
rocks which correlate with Greenland, then the Saglek area is the approximate northern 
boundary, given that Isua, West Greenland is the northernmost boundary there.” 
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 On the Bandwagon:  “JMB has said that he has a Rb/Sr isochron on the Okhakh 
granites yielding a 2.7 by [billion year; now Ga] age.  This is in [rough] agreement with 
my Pb-Pb age on the anorthositic gneisses.  Would like to see his data.  He is now 
lecturing at UMass and will be doing his work in Montreal.  There seems to be a lack of 
communication between labs (i.e. Wetherill and Brooks) since we did not know of this 
2.7 by age from Okhakh.  Take care of data!” 
 
 Barton’s data on the intrusive granites at Okhakh placed a lower limit on the age 

of the Okhakh Archaean anorthosite, as did my 2.8 Ga zircon age.  It was very clear, 

however, that I was not alone in Labrador. 

 We began sampling, collecting at Ramah Bay, Trout Trap Fjord, Bear’s Gut, and 

Jens Haven to the north.  By 24 July, we approached Saglek Bay, stopping to take on 

water and fall in the water; the latter counted as taking a bath in Labrador.  Sampling in 

Saglek Bay, I noted the gneiss was quite fresh, containing pods of amphibolite.  Although 

this was early Archaean gneiss, it was an extremely metamorphosed area and would yield 

rubidium – strontium ages of 3.0 Ga, which would be reported at a Precambrian 

Conference in 1974 (Redwood Falls, Minnesota; Convener, S.A. Goldich).  Continuing 

south, presumed Archaean gneisses in Hebron Fjord (beautiful stuff, Barton would date 

these), Rifle Bay, and Nanuktuk Island were sampled.  Again, from my Pensees dated 27 

July: 

 “The best procedure when these rocks arrive in L.A. (Los Angeles) is to begin 
with the Rifle Bay area and work north from Hebron to Saglek.  It is my opinion that the 
older ages in Labrador will be found in this vicinity.” 
 
On to Okhakh 
 
 It was now early evening, after dinner, and we had anchored for the night in 

Okhakh Bay.  More time to poke about.  There was a small dock jutting out into the bay 

built on a foundation of rocks, light-colored rocks, in fact anorthosite.  Tony Morse could 
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not believe that I had found Archaean anorthosite.  He had been in this region for some 

time but he had no one doing geochronology and everyone was centered on the younger 

Nain anorthosite and Kiglapait Intrusion.  I had to drag Tony and everybody over to the 

outcrop I discovered.  I told Tony that if this was not anorthosite, he had better rename 

his entire project.    So, here comes another, I don’t believe you (Rick) story.   

Tony was in disbelief, but took samples to the onboard lab where it was shown 

the plagioclase was indeed, bytownite (i.e. calcium-rich).  There were large streaks of 

amphibole running through the anorthosite; hence I coined the rock a “leopard or tiger-

striped” gneiss.  I had merely reiterated a name, as I learned later, that E.P. “Pep” 

Wheeler, used for similar rocks.  Upon further investigation, given the size of the 

individual pieces of dock foundation (i.e. they were hand carried, and not from a great 

distance), we discovered additional outcroppings of anorthosite.   

 I would later discover, upon my return to UCLA and further investigation of these 

samples, that these rocks were beginning to experience granulite facies metamorphism, 

another consistency with the Archaean anorthosites of Greenland.  As I surmised in my 

field notes, Tony did “send his troubleshooters in to map this [Okhakh] area”; they 

learned, as we suspected, this was an Archaean anorthosite complex whose age I had now 

determined to be at least 2.8 Ga by dating its zircons.  I left Labrador in early August, 

Tony would ship the samples at the end of their field season (early September), and they 

would arrive at UCLA in December. 

 There was one lighter moment in all this, although I thought I was going to give 

George heart failure.  The Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP) retained 

an in-house draftswoman, Jeannie Sells, to do drafting.  Again, this was old school, 
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laborious pen and ink drawing.  Upon my return, I gave Jeannie a trace of my Labrador 

map complete with my sample locations.  It was a laborious task to reproduce the map.  

Now never having had a map done before, Jeannie gave me the original, which I 

immediately decided to color code, as I had done with other geologic maps, using my 

vast array of colored pencils.  Strutting like a peacock, which would soon morph into the 

genus and species, Jackus assus hurstus, I paraded over to George, showing him my 

gorgeous, full color map.  George was speechless and I immediately realized that what I  

had done should not have been done.  When I went back up to Jeannie, she laughed, 

stating “I bet Wetherill just shit when he saw this!”  She redrafted the map and it is now 

open for viewing FYA (For Your Amusement; Plate VIII). 
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Plate VIII:  Hopefully, we learn from our mistakes! 
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Saglek (Saghlekh Bight and Summer 1974 

 By the time samples arrived in December, 1973, there was enough time to catalog 

them, store them and begin deciding which samples to run.  Continuing on with my 

Labrador – West Greenland fits, I at least had some additional geologic information.  

Initially assuming the Okhakh Island Anorthosite Complex was equivalent to the 

Fikenaesset Anorthosites of West Greenland, then the Amitsoq Gneiss Complex of 

Godthaab would fit in close proximity to Saglek Bay, Labrador after closing the Labrador 

Sea.  I was important to note that the Okhakh Anorthosite Complex exhibited prograde 

metamorphic features; I noted numerous amphiboles rimmed by pleochroic 

orthopyroxene.  This tidbit and Okhakh’s location, along with the dike sequences and 

amphibolite pods in the gneisses observed at Saglek, began to constrain the fit.  This led 

me to prepare the Saglek samples first. 

 For the uninitiated, the Greenland Geological Survey, in particular McGregor, 

segregated the oldest, Amitsoq, gneisses in the Godthaab region from younger suites 

(Nuk gneisses) by the presence of feldspathic amphibolite dikes present in the Amitsoq 

gneisses.  Due to deformation, stretching, and rotation, however, it was often difficult to 

discern the cross-cutting relationships that originally existed when the dikes were 

basaltic.  This could be detected upon close, very close inspection.  In my opinion, I 

believe the Labrador area is more buggered, perhaps representing deeper, and as I will 

mention, older, reworked crust because in West Greenland one can trace the deformed 

Ameralik dikes into their relatively undeformed equivalents.      
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 To quote David Bridgwater in the field season of 1974, upon seeing the outcrop in 

the small cove, Saglek Strand, within the larger Saglek Bay where I collected the 

samples:  “You could not have picked a more buggered up area if you tried.”  However, 

despite the fact these were preliminary results from reconnaissance sampling, the 

rubidium – strontium age, produced a good isochron, with an age of 2.98 Ga, indicating 

there were early Archaean gneisses in the Saglek Bay area.  I suspected this sampling 

area in Saglek Bight, given the deformation I observed, was not representative of the 

oldest stuff in the region.  This suspicion turned out to be correct. 

Summer 1974:  29 June to 4 September 

 My final summer in Labrador would be longer, and definitely more fruitful.  I 

convinced Collerson and David Bridgwater from the Geological Survey in Greenland that 

Saglek Bay was our best bet.  In late June, Bridgwater and I convened at the Canadian 

Geological Survey in Ottawa, in preparation to travel to Goose Bay, then on to Saglek 

Bay.  We would reconnoiter with Collerson, his family, and field assistant, Wayne 

Jesseau in Goose Bay.  Scheduling plans in Labrador never quite go the way you wish, 

and getting out of the Goose would take me some time. 

 Everyone else left when the weather was good, flying via float, to Saglek Bay to 

set up camp and get bearings.  Using a radio we used to check in, we were some 500 

miles from any civilization, they would call for me and the rest of the gear when they got 

settled.  As it turned out, there was a small harbor, St. John’s Harbor, that had a nice size 

wooden house, origins unknown, and snow bank refrigeration that was located, serving as 

our base camp for the summer.  Now two things went awry back in Goose Bay, the 

weather and the plane. 
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 At the eastern end of Saglek Bay sat Cape Uivak, and on Cape Uivak was an 

airline beacon/radar station, which was manned by 4 or 5 gents who maintained the 

equipment.  It was not real civilization, but there was landing strip where I was supposed 

to fly.  Well, the weather sucked, which would not have been too much of a problem for 

the twin-engine plane (not a float; it had tires), but the plane was having engine problems.  

After about two days, I thought I was on my way, got everything loaded, but when they 

checked the engine again, it would not hold its RPMs, so out I went again.  My 

accommodations were any empty warehouse.  Goose Bay has no amenities other than the 

Air Force Base where I did get into to have a beer and play pool, but otherwise there was 

nothing to do. 

 Now things would have gotten worse, far more boring, were it not for the Grenfell 

Mission pilots.  The Grenfell Mission is analogous to the American Red Cross, and one 

charge of its pilots is to fly in weather that most no other sane pilot would fly in, picking 

up people out in the sticks who are require immediate medical attention, and getting them 

to a hospital.  So on my third or fourth day, with no sign of the weather improving for a 

long period of time and the twin engine out of commission, Air Goose (I kid you not) 

sends a pilot to me who says are you ready to get outta here?  Yup! 

 I schlep the gear to the lake where I see what appears to be a single engine 

Beaver; well it was a Turbo Beaver.  I loaded all of our gear, forcing the pontoons a good 

foot under water.  Now a regular Beaver would have trouble getting up, but the pilot 

asked if I had everything, and said let’s go.  That little plane could fly, it not only got that 

load off, but when we hit weather, which would have forced regular Beavers to lower, 

dangerous altitudes due to poor visibility, the pilot took this guy up to about 12,000 feet, 
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enough to stay above the storm.  It took a good 4 to 6 hours to get to Saglek, but we 

circled, saw the encampment, and landed.  According to recent communications with 

others in Goose Bay, they had not expected me for another week because of the weather.  

St. John’s Harbor sure beat the Goose Bay warehouse. 

 Let me digress for one moment.  We, Mike Rabinowitz and I, used to joke about 

what we thought George thought of us.  It was totally conceivable in our minds that 

George at times looked at us as if we were complete idiots.  In my case, given my non-

academic personality, I had no doubt this was the case.  Mike told me that after his first 

year at UCLA in planetary science, he and George had a talk, coming to the conclusion 

that Mike and planetary science did not mix, hence his incursion into lead geochemistry, 

which led to a great thesis and successful career; Mike is now at Woods Hole/Harvard 

Medical School.  Although George never really told us so, I believe he had a great deal of 

faith in us.  Despite what I thought George thought of me, he told me, prior to my 

departure to Labrador in 1974, that I was the only graduate student he ever allowed to go 

into the field without him.  Given the time and push to complete my thesis before George 

left, I thank him for this compliment and his confidence in my ability. 

 Labrador in July 1974 started out hot, it was 95 degrees.  Of course, this did not 

last but it remained pleasant most of the summer.  We tooled around in an inflatable 

Zodiac (Plate IX), which turned out to be very seaworthy.  These vessels, fortunately, 

had about five separate compartments so that a puncture would not cause the entire vessel 

to deflate.  We substantiated the manufacturer’s claim on our 35 kilometer return trip 

from Maidmont Island.  The roundtrip excursion required about 10 – 12 hours through 

the near-freezing Labrador Sea.  Life expectancies for those unfortunate enough to fall  
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Plate IX:  Zodiac and Me---St. John’s Harbor, Labrador, 1974 

________________________________________________________________________ 

FYI:  How do you distinguish geologists from real people? 

Well in 1974, despite a polar bear in the region we camped out----compare this to a tour for 

normal folks of this area decades later. 
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and remain in the water were not long.  Approaching Cape Uivak, we noticed waves were 

starting to break over the bow on the stern (right side).  Upon closer inspection, we 

noticed that one of the rock samples had pierced through its sample bag and the Zodiac, 

resulting in a hole, maybe an eighth of an inch in diameter.  Being 10 to 15 kilometers 

from camp, Collerson put his finger over the hole, slowing the air loss, and deflation of 

the section.  Although Ken did not care for my analogy of him to the little Dutch Boy and 

the dam, we limped back to camp, repaired the hole, and were more cognizant of sample 

placement in the Zodiac in the future. 

Saglek Dikes 

 The first few days in the field were spent revisiting my sample locations in the 

area, prompting Bridgwater’s comment regarding my 1973 sampling site.  This area, 

geologically, Bridgwater noted was very similar to Godthaab, West Greenland.  There 

were intercalated amphibolite facies ortho- and paragneisses, with alternating folds, 

synforms and antiforms; in many cases, the synforms were extensively sheared---this was 

the nature of my 1973 sampling location at Saglek Strand.  However, when we trekked 

over to Big Island, located about 10 kilometers north of our base camp, we discovered 

there were gneisses that contained mafic inclusions that were rich in feldspar.  Closer 

inspection indicated these inclusions, in reality, were cross-cutting dikes.  To quote 

Bridgwater, “It’s like we were in Godthaab, standing on Amitsoq gneiss.”  Indeed these 

dikes, which we named Saglek dikes, were equivalent to, or at least appeared to be 

equivalent to, the Ameralik dikes present in the 3.7 Ga Amitsoq gneisses. 

 With this observation in mind, we proceeded to search the area, and indeed, 

consistencies and correlations to West Greenland followed.  The older gneiss complex in 
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Saglek Bay, the Uivak gneisses, could be identified by the presence of Saglek dikes.  

Younger, relatively homogeneous looking grey gneiss, termed the Undifferentiated 

gneiss (later renamed Iterunguk gneiss by Collerson) intruded the older suite.  We 

equated these to the younger Nuk gneisses of West Greenland.  Later granites could be 

observed intruding all older gneisses.  On Maidmont Island, I took a photo of what I have 

shown to my classes as one billion years of recorded Earth history because the Uivak, 

Undifferentiated, and later granite (2.7 Ga) are seen in one, relatively small outcrop 

(Plate X).  These relationships dramatize the importance of understanding field 

relationships before sampling, given that sampling of this outcrop could produce odd 

results due to the fact there are three distinct lithologies whose genesis spans 20% of 

Earth history. 
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Plate X:  Intercalated (interlayered for layfolks) 3.6 BY old Uivak Gneiss, 3.1 BY 

old Undifferentiated/Iterungek Gneiss, and ~ 2,5 BY old Granite Intrusions 
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With the complexity of the region being apparent, I would proceed to drive my 

field partners batty.  I am very meticulous and organized, hence my sampling technique 

followed suit.  After all, returning to Labrador was no easy task.  With my trusty sledge 

hammer in hand, I would scour an outcrop until I found a good sample; i.e. fresh, no 

signs of weathering, and a distinct lithology meaning, for example, there were no granite 

stringers in an Uivak or Undifferentiated gneiss.  I preferred not to apply the sampling 

approach used by Wasserburg and his student, Alex Gancarz (California Institute of 

Technology) in Godthaab, which was to dynamite. The humor here was that Stephen 

Moorbath’s group from Oxford would follow the Cal Tech group, sampling the same 

outcrop after the Techies had departed.  So, it typically took me about 30 to 40 minutes 

per sample, compared to Collerson and Bridgwater’s collective time of less than ten 

minutes.  My patience, and theirs, although shorter than mine, would pay off in the end. 

 We had an extremely productive field season, given the sun rose by 0600 and 

would set, barely dipping below the horizon, at 2200---you could get 12 to 14 hour days 

in very easily.  As a result, more than 500 square kilometers of the Labrador Archaean 

were mapped and more than 70 samples, each weighing an average of 30 to 40 

kilograms, collected. 

We had time for diversions too, looking for the polar bear that was in the area, 

visiting the camp one day, loping off and not disturbing us.  As one Eskimo told me, 

despite my packing a Husqvarna 30-06 calibre rifle with 220 grain soft nose cartridges, it 

only required one shot to kill a polar bear, for if you missed and wounded a half-ton bear, 

you would not get another shot.  David Bridgwater’s most amusing bear story was that of 

the Greenland geologist and his sled dog team who encountered a big polar bear.  Sled 
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dogs would take on bears, hence the procedure was to cut them from the sled if you came 

upon a bear and let the dogs have at it.  Well, this fellow was too slow, the dogs with sled 

and geologist charged the bear with the final outcome being the sled now had two riders, 

the geologist and bear who had been upended, falling into the sled which was still being 

pulled by the dogs who were oblivious to the bear’s new location. 

 We learned whales are curious as we sat discussing where to go next, hearing an 

air burst behind us, looking at each other as if to say, “A whale?  Nah”, only to see him 

surface about 30 feet in front of us.  Wayne Jesseau had a close encounter when heading 

to the radar station by himself to contact his wife who was due with their first child soon.  

A whale surfaced causing him and boat to spin out of control---he was fortunate and was 

not thrown from the boat.  I hunted and skinned caribou to supplement our fish and 

dehydrated food diet; caribou meat was preserved in the local ice banks, which persisted 

all summer.  Chemically, we discovered after eating caribou liver one evening, that 

something in their liver promotes fluorescent blue-green urine; given we all had it, we 

deemed it not to be terminal, continuing our evening field work. 

 One thing we avoided was mapping in the granulite facies rocks, located in the 

western portion of the region, in the evening near sunset.  A major fault, the Handy Fault, 

separated the amphibolite from granulite facies rocks; however, near sunset, the sun’s 

golden hues could make rocks, which were not granulites, look like granulites, because of 

the latter’s honey brown coloration (caused by the mineral pyroxene).   

 Our field season would come to an end in early September, in time to attend a 

conference on the Precambrian in Redwood Falls, Minnesota.  I flew out as I had flown 

in, in lousy weather.  September in the North Atlantic, northern latitudes are marked, 
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almost instantaneously by the onset of bad weather, the Northeasters.  Getting out was 

getting dicey as planes that could haul 6 passengers, their gear, and tons of rocks were in 

short supply.  However, the Canadian or U.S. Air Force was doing a supply run to the 

radar station using a Hercules, the big cargo hauling C-130s.  We were apprised of this 

and hitched a ride with them.  These suckers are huge, as our entire gear and rock pile 

looked totally insignificant in the hold of this beast.  We got out, took showers and 

washed clothing, which we had not done in close to three months, and headed home.  

Again, my rocks would not arrive at UCLA until November; I’ll cover these details after 

the following two sections. 

 Leaving Labrador I visited my mother and relatives in New York for a week or 

so.  I then dropped in on M.E. “Pat” Bickford at the University of Kansas, Lawrence.  Pat 

had spent a sabbatical at UCLA so I got to know him well, playing lots of handball.  He 

related an interesting story about Wetherill and his renowned Concordia Curve used to 

date zircons.  Pat, attempting to follow George’s development of Concordia in the 1956 

published version, came to an integral whose solution was not immediately obvious.  

Taking the paper to its author, George Wetherill, the two struggled for an hour or so until 

George finally remembered that this was one of those toughies that you had to look up in 

one of those mathematical reference books that provide solutions to weird integrals.  By 

the way, according to George, his [Wetherill’s] Concordia Curve is named after 

Concordia University in Canada; George told me he did this because at the time, he had 

gotten into a heated debate with one of the Faculty, actually a theologian, there regarding 

the Age of the Earth, 4.6 billion years versus 6,000 years per Bishop Ussher.  Just thought 

you might be interested. 
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In Retrospect:  Food for a Young Mind 

Looking back on this area, I believe we are seeing either a deeper, more reworked 

portion of the crust than that exposed in West Greenland where deformed rocks can be 

traced to undeformed equivalents.  Furthermore, for you petrologic types, it is my bias 

that the Earth’s early outgassing of volatiles, especially water, which I believe was 

prevalent through the Archaean resulted, as we know per Green and Ringwood, in the 

depression of the basaltic liquidus; this, in turn, produced large volumes of 

andesitic/tonalitic magma in the crust at that time.   

I also had the time to re-evaluate some of the uranium – lead zircon data from the 

Lost Channel area.  These results indicate two age groupings of ~ 3.4 and 3.1 Ga for 

gneisses collected at these locales.  In fact, the Okhakh Island anorthosite datum point 

lies on the Lost Channel discordia line whose upper intercept is 3.1 Ga; this is quite 

consistent with ages from Greenland for the anorthosites and injection of late-stage 

tonalitic sheets in the older gneisses.  Petrologically, many of these gneisses indicate the 

introduction of fluids, lots of evidence for hydrous alteration that may well be related to 

primary, rather than secondary, processes.    

Hence, with volatiles leaving the mantle, in contrast to modern tectonic regimes, 

where “granitic” magmatism is subduction related, subduction might not have been a 

necessary component in the petrogenesis of intermediate to silicic igneous rocks.  With 

ample fluids rising from the mantle along with higher heat flows, production of Archaean 

granitic magma may have been more analogous to modern day mantle plumes, 

commencing at locations where there were higher crustal fluxes of volatiles due to 

outgassing.  Perhaps someone has already pursued this, I’ve been out of this arena too 
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long, but Labrador remains virgin turf to test this and many other concepts pertinent to 

early Earth history.  Later, I will also discuss why I feel there are older rocks (>3.6 Ga) in 

the area. 

Precambrian Personalities and Politics 

 In the fall of 1974, Samuel S. Goldich, in collaboration with the Minnesota 

Geological Survey, would convene a conference in Redwood Falls, Minnesota whose 

theme was the Precambrian.  The attendees included K.D. Collerson, S.R. Hart,            

W. Compston, A. Gancarz (sans Wasserburg), T. Krogh, G. Wetherill, J. Farhat, S. 

Moorbath, A. Glikson, B. Windley, University of Witwatersrand group, and many others 

whom I do not recall.  The conference lasted close to a week and included field trips.  

There would be some interesting conflicts, observations, and cloistered sessions.   

 I have mentioned the Oxford group following Techies in West Greenland and 

Barton’s interest in Labrador; the latter will be revisited later.  A burning issue, however, 

resided in the age of the Morton and Montevideo gneisses in Minnesota.  Here, 

regretfully or perhaps thankfully, I do not know the background details, but the blood 

between Sam Goldich and George Wetherill was bad.  Jalal was working on the 

Minnesota rocks, generating uranium – lead ages that approached 3.2 to 3.4 Ga.  

However, his rubidium – strontium dates centered on normal Superior Province granite 

ages of 2.6 Ga.  Goldich, however, was getting ages of 3.6 Ga.  Wetherill and Farhat 

could not reproduce these, and Jalal, at George’s behest, was developing complex models 

to try to explain the differences.  In fact, Jalal thought he was done but George had me 

accompany him after the conference to do some more sampling.  Jalal and I laughed, as 
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the wind blew, the temperature dropped, and his thesis would be dragged out just a bit 

more due to the feud. 

 What got very interesting was the field trip, which Goldich led.  With Wetherill 

present, Sam would not take anyone to the purported outcrops where the 3.6 Ga gneisses 

from Minnesota were sampled.  When someone would ask if this was an outcrop of the 

old gneisses, Sam would simply respond that the outcrop [where old gneisses were 

sampled] was “just like this one.”  I remember George got very upset, I had never seen 

him like this, even when I screwed up.  After Sam led us to another outcrop that was “just 

like the one where the 3.6 Ga gneisses had been sampled” and responded to the normal 

line of questioning that followed us like bad indigestion, George shouted, “Jalal has 

sampled this outcrop and it’s 2.4 billion years old!”  Someone behind me, I forget who, 

whispered that it was not worth busting a gut over.  Tension and egos were high. 

 Back at the hotel’s conference room, Ken Collerson discussed our summer’s work 

in Labrador.  Appearing very nervous, he was totally rigid during his talk, he asked me 

afterwards how I thought he did.  Fitting in with the Brits and Aussies well, I told him 

that other than looking like a starched fart he did fine.  Alex Gancarz, Wasserburg’s 

student, discussed their Godthaab work, Project Old Stone, as it was called.  Gancarz was 

a Wasserburg clone, to which Stan Hart commented, “God, he even talks like him 

[Wasserburg].”  I too was not immune because when my presentation came along, I made 

it a point to remind Brian Windley that it was not Morse’s UMass group that discovered 

Archaean anorthosite in Labrador, but me.  What upset me was that Windley had spent a 

week with me at UCLA in the spring of 1974, some 6-7 months earlier, where I showed 

him the anorthosite; he even forgot who I was, confusing me with Gancarz when we 
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accidentally met at the airport.  None was immune.  It was too bad I did not have the 

Uivak results at the time of the meeting. 

 Most everyone hit the deck early except Tom Krogh (TK) and I.  I carted my 

guitar into the hotel bar and plunked around with the local band.  Tom and I sat, had a 

few beers, and spent hours looking at electron microscope photos of zircons in what I 

have referred to as “Krogh’s Krap Model.”  TK demonstrated that the discordance in 

zircons could be removed, to some extent, by acid washing and abrading.  In his photos, 

one could see fractures with alteration product; I believe this was an iron-rich stuff.  He 

ran splits of these fractured zircons; one split was run with no washing/abrading and the 

other set following washing/abrading.  The end result of washing/abrading zircons, he 

said, was a more concordant, therefore more precise uranium – lead age.  His work in this 

area had just started in 1974, but now forms a cornerstone of routine dating of zircons. 

 To conclude here, there was apparently a great deal at stake here with everyone 

wanting to find the oldest rocks.  I remember Moorbath telling me at the end of the 

meeting, I wasn’t too bad for a Yank.”  The Goldich-Wetherill feud was incendiary, 

resurfacing months later, at an AGU Meeting, where I ran into and sat in the bar with Gil 

Hanson from Stony Brook.  Gil’s PhD was from Minnesota so he knew Sam well.  Jalal 

wandered in, and a few minutes later, Sam Goldich appears and approached us.  Sam said 

hello, and told Gil he had some new data on Minnesota---he was holding a folder.  So Gil 

said, great, do you have it?  Sam got uptight and did not want to show us, i.e. Jalal and I, 

because we were Wetherill protégés.  Gil, sensing this uneasiness, said to Sam, “It’s OK, 

Richie (as he called me) is one of ours”; ours referred to my Stony Brook years.  Sam 
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then produced the isochron with 7 or 8 data points on it.  Whether or not this feud was 

ever resolved, I do not know.  

Uivak Gneisses and the Chalkboard 

 Now George did let me go out in the field by myself, but he did wish to insure 

that I knew what I was doing.  So when the rocks finally appeared, George Lapins, the 

department expediter, who just got done what ever needed to be done, came down to the 

lab and announced that my two or three tons of rocks were sitting on the loading dock.  

After cataloging and storing them, I met with George in his office to produce my game 

plan.  Like Arlo Guthrie, and Alice’s Restaurant, I explained the significance of the 

Saglek dikes and their use in distinguishing the Uivak from the Undifferentiated gneiss.  

He told me to make a list, on his chalkboard of which samples would define and plot on 

each isochron.  The list read as follows: 

 Uivak Gneiss: 32SB42  Undifferentiated Gneiss:  LSD 136 
   42MI32                    LSD 138KM 
   43aMI33        LSD 138P 
   1SBI27               32SB43 
   3SB3         3SB1 
   27SJ19         4BI6 
   27SJ20 
 
At least by now, despite the fact it was early 1975, the new source allowed me to get 

strontium runs in 2 – 3 hours rather than a day as was the case with the old source.  I did 

a calculation as to how many weekends I really had to run the 85 rubidium/strontium 

whole rock and mineral separates and dozen uranium/lead zircon analyses.  After 

accounting for summers in the field, waiting three months on the average for my rocks to 

arrive, and sharing the strontium machine with Jalal, the runs were done over no more 

than 45 weekends.  Thank God for that new source that flattened the tops. 

What Did You Learn? 
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 This was George’s favorite Monday morning query to you---“What did you 

learn?”  In the beginning, I learned, many things, how to dump pumps, burnout tantalum 

filaments, and so on; by my second year as a research assistant (1973/74), I got the job 

done.  So finally, I began processing and running the Saglek Bay, Labrador samples. 

 Forgive my memory, but I suspect I ran one of the more granitic Uivak gneisses 

from Maidmont Island and one of the more plagioclase-rich tonalitic samples from St. 

John’s Harbor first; we referred to these as the granitic and grey Uivak gneiss suites 

respectively.  I strutted, rather cockily I might add, into George’s office that particular 

Monday morning.  The initial two data points produced an age between 3.6 and 3.7 Ga, 

indistinguishable from that of the Amitsoq gneisses in Godthaab.  Over the course of the 

following weeks, given the effort I had put into Labrador and establishing my reputation 

with George who had put his faith in me by allowing me to go solo into the field, I found 

myself walking confidently into George’s office after each run, and erasing another 

sample on the chalkboard list---every sample I believed should fall on a particular line, 

rubidium – strontium isochron, did just that!  It was an exhilarating feeling and quite an 

accomplishment.   

 What I also learned was that unlike Greenland’s Nuk gneisses (i.e. the younger 

suite), the Undifferentiated gneisses were derived by melting of the older, Uivak 

gneisses.  The geochronologic data supported our field observations and, once again 

dramatize the importance of integrating the two.  In 1986, Gunter Faure, in his fine text, 

Isotope Geology, used my data to generate a problem for students to determine if the 

Undifferentiated (now Iterunguk) gneisses could be derived from the Uivak gneisses by 

melting.  In his problem, the grey and granitic Uivak gneisses were simply lumped 
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together, weighted equally, with the resultant answer being negative.  However, he 

overlooked the fact that the grey gneisses comprise better than 95% of the Uivak gneiss 

suite, so if you either weight the contributions of the gray and granitic Uivak gneisses or 

assume that the grey gneisses are, for all intents and purposes, representative of the entire 

Uivak gneiss suite, you get the correct answer, which is affirmative. 

Epilogue 

 Although it was tough work, and time consuming, I accomplished what few 

others had done per Bob Dodd’s warning in June, 1970; in June, 1975 I received my 

Doctorate in Geology under George W. Wetherill.  I would serve a joint Postdoc between 

UCLA and UCSB where I would soon be heading.  With the exception of the Uivak 

gneisses, the majority of the rocks from Labrador and Sudbury, I suspect are no longer 

around, having been stored in the basement at UCSB because there was no where to store 

them at California State University, Los Angeles, my home after the Postdoc at UCSB 

and faculty residence since 1978.   I regret that so much information could have been 

derived from these tons of rocks, but on the more positive side, Sudbury and Labrador are 

still there for the sampling. 

  Barton and I both ended up publishing our results, he analyzed the Hebron Fjord 

gneisses, which we collected in 1973, obtaining an identical age but much higher 

strontium initial ratio.  I remain concerned, given his rubidium analyses were done by X-

ray fluorescence, not isotope dilution, that his high initial ratio is not correct given his 

strontium isotope results for Hebron gneiss and are very similar to those of the grey 

gneiss in Saglek Bay.  However, wishing to remain politically neutral, the editors of 
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Earth & Planetary Science Letters (EPSL; personally, I prefer Earth and Sanitary 

Appliances) placed both papers in the same issue. 

 Lastly, with the knowledge that the Undifferentiated gneisses are reworked Uivak 

gneiss, I recently performed some simple calculations using composite analyses of these 

two suites.  The presumption being that on the scale of hundreds of square kilometers, the 

region over which these samples were collected, one may get a better indication of the 

age of the protolith.  This calculation produces an age approaching 4.3 Ga, an age that is 

also suggested by the lead data I collected at my next stop, UCSB.  Hence, as I said 

earlier, there is a great deal of information left to be gathered from Labrador, if one were 

so inclined. 
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Santa Barbara and Its University:  AKA, The Town 

That Overlooks the Ocean and Most Major Political Issues 

 Santa Barbara is a gorgeous town, complete with Mediterranean climate and great 

surroundings.  It is jokingly referred to as the “town of newly wed, and nearly dead” and 

the “town that overlooks the ocean and most major political issues.”  Per these whimsical 

quotes, it offers a great deal to those vacationing, honeymooning, or retiring.  I arrived in 

Santa Barbara to begin my first of three years as a Postdoc for George Tilton, who, at the 

time, in July 1975 was only running lead.  I had written the NSF grant for this project and 

submitted it through George T (to distinguish him from George Wetherill).  Basically, I 

wished to do whole rock/feldspar lead work as one would guess. 

 All of my samples were taken to UCSB, which FYI is really in Goleta not Santa 

Barbara, and stored in the basement of the geology building.  I did not take all of them 

with me when I departed in 1978, taking on my position at California State University, 

Los Angeles, and for all I know, they may still be there, although I doubt this.  But 

stranger things have happened.   

 I must admit that I made a grievous error here, commencing this Postdoc less than 

a month after completing my Doctorate.  Exhaustion was the rule, especially mental 

exhaustion.  It took me many, many months to get settled.  My office, like many other 

Postdocs was in the Woodhouse Lab, adjacent to Preston Cloud’s Biogeology lab.  I only 

had to walk out onto the concrete walkway, turn left, walk about 100 feet and I could 

watch the waves breaking on the beach.  My brain found this fascinating and my little bit 

of advice to those of you completing your degrees, take a break before entering the next 

phase of your career. 
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Tilton’s Lab:  1975 

 The basic cast of characters at UCSB at this time included Stan Church, who had 

been with George T for some time; James Mattinson---Jim would join the UCSB Faculty 

in 1977 or thereabouts; Wolfgang Todt, whom we called “Wolfie”, a visitor from 

Germany; and graduate students Jason Saleeby who was finishing up and James Chen, 

who would finish in a few years and take up a position with Wasserburg at Cal Tech.  

Another student, Mike Daily appeared on the scene in Fall 1975---Mike was from Cal 

Tech, and had been the “grunt” undergraduate who ground up Gancarz’ Amitsoq 

samples.  According to Mike, this was the norm at Tech.  Mike and I became good 

friends but he never lived down his initial comment to me when we met:  “Hi, my name 

is Mike Daily, I’m from Cal Tech, and will be doing Neodymium and finishing up in a 

year.”  Not only did he not finish in a year, but he ended up doing radar imaging rather 

than geochemistry, ending up at the Jet Propulsion Lab, then Mobil Oil in Houston. 

By now, the anion exchange columns for uranium/lead were commonplace, 

although Church was having everyone initially separating uranium via a precipitation 

technique like the one I had used at Stony Brook.  We soon converted to simple anion 

exchange for uranium also; we added what we called clean up columns, which improved 

runs dramatically.   I presented a few talks when I arrived and was complimented by 

George T when he repetitively referred to the Saglek rocks as the “best dated ancient 

gneisses” at that time.   

Compared to UCLA, the Tilton Lab was modern, and up to date.  He had a 

relatively new, early 70s vintage, 30 centimeter radius of curvature, 90 degree AVCO 

machine.  The nice thing about the AVCO was that the filament with sample was loaded 
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onto a one-inch diameter, two-foot long probe that had a handle; the rear portion of the 

probe was stainless and the front four inches of so was ceramic with the filament mount 

imbedded into the ceramic.  Metal filament contacts were located on the ceramic and 

inside the mass spec, there were feedthroughs to spring-loaded contacts; hence, when the 

probe was inserted, a stopping pin halted its forward motion, positioning the probe at the 

correct location for the spring-loaded contacts to engage the metal filament contacts on 

the probe.  The stopping pin insured you did not push the probe into the beam valve; 

definite no-no or, per UCLA, an Uh-Oh situation.  What was nice about the AVCO was 

there was a very small volume that had to be pumped down, hence you could get rolling 

quickly.      

 Everything, with the exception of finding and turning up the ion beam, was nicely 

automated, with data printed out in real time; i.e. no waiting 30 minutes as was the case 

with strontium at UCLA.  Peaks and their backgrounds were scanned sequentially, then 

the appropriate ratio would be printed.  If something went awry, you new it pretty quickly 

and could stop the run, refocus the beam or correct the drift, and be back on your way.  If 

I recall, you could also select via the program, the particular lead isotope you wished to 

use as a reference isotope and the peak sequence.  Two different standard errors of the 

mean were printed; one was the normal, everyday version and the second, according to 

George T, was that used by Wasserburg’s Cal Tech group---as you might guess, the Cal 

Tech error calculation was lower, i.e. more precise.  This set up would not change during 

my three-year tenure at UCSB. 

 The AVCO was one of the first extended field TIMS, designed to have the ion 

beam interacting with the magnetic field sooner than in the past.  The coils of the magnet, 
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the poles, which surround the TIMS flight tube generate curved magnetic field lines 

which cause the ions with different charge to mass ratios to follow curved trajectories; the 

radius of curvature differing as a function of the charge to mass ratio.  In the older, Nier-

type TIMS which I grew up on, the magnetic field lines did not extend much beyond the 

poles, hence the separation of one isotope from another, the resolution, was limited.  By 

changing the shape and configuration of the magnetic poles, the magnetic field lines 

extended further from the poles than in the past, and separation of isotopes, resolution, 

improved.  Peaks were flatter, wider, and were more separated; backgrounds, therefore, 

were more representative of background, because there were times with Nier-type 

machines that a small portion of a large peak like lead-208 might extend under the 

adjacent lead-207 peak.  The increased resolution and extended field theory has 

dramatically improved not only the resolution, but the ability to focus more ions into the 

collector(s), allowing smaller and smaller samples to be run.  Coupled with 

improvements in the transmission efficiency of the source ion optics, i.e. the focusing 

plates, you kids can now run individual zircons compared to my one milligram. 

Filament loading and outgassing has not changed dramatically since the mid to 

late 1970s.  We had a canister similar to the one we developed at UCLA to outgas 

filament ribbon, which had been spot-welded to the filament holder.  The main difference 

at Tilton’s lab was the addition of carbon, graphite, to the uranium samples in order to 

improve beam intensity.  Otherwise, things were pretty much the same. 

More Archaean and Present Day Turf Skirmishes 

 Clearly, my years at UCSB could have been more productive but there were turf 

skirmishes, nowhere near the magnitude of those that surfaced in Redwood Falls, but 
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they were around.  There were also local problems, that were eventually handled, albeit, 

at the expense of my time, which was at a premium because I was also running the 

UCLA lab, dedicating a day or two a week given no one had been hired to replace 

George (Wetherill).  I did this for a year and a half, through 1976, until Bob Kay 

appeared in 1976; he was not there more than a year, leaving for Cornell; Donald J. 

DePaolo would not be on the scene at UCLA until 1977 or 1978. 

 Where to start?  OK, let’s begin with Labrador, concluding that chapter in my 

history.  When Collerson, Bridgwater, Jesseau, and I published the rubidium – strontium 

data on the Uivak gneisses in EPSL, my three co-authors wanted to include a notion they 

had on alkali metasomatism in the Archaean crust.  Given the crunch on publication time 

and the fact that, in my opinion as lead author, the data were not overly compelling in this 

regard, I wanted this portion to be left out, and it was.  The game plan in 1975 was for 

Collerson and Bridgwater to collect additional samples and send me splits.  Not 

surprisingly, at the end of the summer of 1975, no samples arrived, nor would any ever 

arrive.  Apparently, I had been removed from the loop. 

 Now this change in plan limited how much I could really do at UCSB.  Although 

it would take until the end of 1975 for me to get squared away, cleaning labware and 

familiarizing my self with the lab, there were now far fewer samples to analyze than I had 

anticipated.  Furthermore, there were some conflicting personalities in the lab, who, for 

whatever reason, would delay my work for close to another six months.    

Case of the Missing Samples 

 Finally, in early 1976, I started preparing some whole rock samples.  I had, in the 

interim, separated some zircons and done some ion probe work on these; I will discuss 
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this subsequently.  However, let’s get back to this interesting, albeit, what I consider to be 

threatened personality in Tilton’s lab.  I was somewhat surprised one day, upon going to 

my labware drawer, to find that many of my teflon beakers had disappeared.  Well, with 

all the scurrying about I had done, getting settled and so on, I did not pay it much mind, 

and proceeded to acquire and clean new labware.  This, of course took time. 

 Once I was back up to snuff, I began preparing my samples.  This would be 

towards the spring of 1976.  The chemistry was completed and I filed them away in order 

to schedule my runs.  Scheduling time on the AVCO was not as bad as at UCLA, you 

were not limited to weekends, but there were a large number of students, Postdocs, and 

the normal battery of lunar samples; each requiring time and students plus lunar time 

commitments took precedence over my work, but it was manageable.  I scheduled my 

time and went to get my samples from the chem lab.  Guess what?  My samples were 

gone!  I began to do some checking. 

 As I would find out, a particular individual was overly conscious about my 

background with Wetherill and the fear that I would displace their hierarchy in the lab.  

Given the time that has now passed, I will simply say that when I discovered who was 

responsible, I confronted them, had George T confront them, and the matter was at an 

end.  The person did apologize to me and would move on some years later to fulfill their 

niche in the circle of geochemistry.  These types of antics, however, do not speak highly 

of such individuals; but realize this person is not, in my opinion, beyond the norm, there 

are clearly people in many walks of life that operate in this manner.  As my father once 

said, “You can count your true friends throughout life on one hand.” 

Early Ion Probe and pre-Uivakian Ages  
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 While gearing up at UCSB, I took some time to visit Applied Research Labs’ 

(ARL) facility in Goleta.  Stan Church had connections here and would take on a position 

with them.  ARL not only made electron microprobes, but was developing an instrument 

capable of performing isotope analyses on individual minerals, such as zircons, in rocks 

and as separates.   

 Biding my time, and also cooling off a bit, I took some zircon separates from the 

“younger” iron-rich Uivak gneisses to ARL.  The designation of a younger group of 

Uivak gneisses was based upon field relationships; my samples from this group plotted 

on the 3.62 Ga rubidium – strontium isochron generated during my thesis work.  I spent a 

day or two working with Church and others, probing the zircons with this new fangled 

instrument.  The results indicated uranium – lead ages ranging from 3.5 to 3.8 Ga for the 

Uivak gneisses, confirming the rubidium – strontium data while providing some other 

interesting, although speculative results at the time.  Although the 207Pb/206Pb ages were 

reasonable, some of the uranium – lead ages yielded very early Archaean, pre-Uivakian 

ages, approaching 4.2 to 4.3 Ga.  Given I did not have time to “make love to the ion 

probe”, i.e. run numerous samples of known age to calibrate and evaluate the instrument, 

I continued my preparations of the Labrador samples.  However, I would take another 

gander at the Labrador rubidium – strontium data, just for the hell of it.  Another 

unfortunate wrinkle in the ARL story was their decision to move their facility in Goleta 

to the Los Angeles, making it impractical to pursue additional investigations of the ion 

probe’s capabilities as Compston and others would do in Australia, developing the 

SHRIMP (Super High Resolution Ion Microprobe).  The data were reported in 1976, 

however, at the Annual Meeting of the GSA in Denver. 
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 So, what did I eventually learn?  What got my attention was the possibility, in re-

evaluating the whole rock rubidium – strontium data, that the Uivak gneiss isochron may 

represent a mixing line.  Now in the old days, this might result in the interpretation that 

the age, i.e. 3.6 Ga, is fortuitous.  However, given what I know now, rubidium – 

strontium “isochrons” of sedimentary rocks often yield correct ages when compared to 

known stratigraphic relationships despite the fact that the data can also be interpreted as a 

mixing line.  In these situations, the basic tenet of rubidium – strontium dating involving 

a coeval suite of rocks with the same initial ratio is met, via mixing and isotopic 

equilibration during diagenesis.   

I was finally able to run feldspars and whole rock leads from the Uivak gneisses.  

Lead-lead dating indicated many of the whole rock Uivak gneisses define ~3.6 Ga 

secondary isochrons; hence the rubidium-strontium and lead-lead data are consistent with 

a crustal event at this time.  However, five of the feldspars can be interpreted in one of 

two ways: either they have been perturbed by the events occurring at ~ 3.1 and 3.6 Ga or 

the lead in these samples is a mixture of lead from ~ 3.0 and 4.3 Ga sources; the latter 

interpretation arises because of the strong linearity in these data points and the fact they 

intersect the Stacey-Kramers average crustal lead growth curve at the ages indicated.   

Although these data leave the issue of the ~ 4.3 Ga age unresolved, the body of 

data suggesting pre-4 Ga old crust, the early ion probe work, composite rubidium-

strontium ages from the Uivak-Undifferentiated gneisses, and feldspar leads, along with 

the work discussed next, continued to hint at the existence of much older crust in the area.  

It does not surprise me that evidence of older crust via zircons has now been documented. 

Please note however, that unlike the discovery of pre-4.0 Ga crustal remnants in the 
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Acasta gneisses based upon zircon data, some of the indications of such ancient crust in 

Labrador are possibly preserved in whole rocks.  Perhaps, this simply means no one has 

looked hard enough in other areas, particularly when it is easier, admittedly, to 

isotopically dissect individual zircons using SHRIMPs. 

4.3 Ga Crust and Turf Wars:  The Sequels 

 In October of 1978, my article entitled, “Sr Evolution in the Labrador-West 

Greenland Craton: A Model for Early Rb Depletion in the Mantle” appeared in 

Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta.  This paper, as we will see, was a long time coming, so 

to speak, through no fault of my own---I will come back to this at the end of this section.  

The idea for this paper began one morning, in the summer of 1977.  I awoke at 0530 with 

a thought concerning the elevated initial strontium isotopic ratio, ~ 0.7014, of the Uivak 

and Amitsoq gneisses given their age.  I began to think more carefully about this issue. 

 Upon closer inspection of the literature, I was able to locate ages and initial ratios 

of rocks throughout the North Atlantic Craton including Tertiary age basalts from Baffin 

Island.  Now, to place this in the context of the times, there remained an interest in early 

Archaean crust, but this was the time frame when the samarium-neodymium system was 

on the rise and interests were shifting to the problem of the geochemical evolution of the 

Earth’s mantle.  What I learned (Wetherillism) from my work, as supplemented by other 

published data, was that the evolution of what I interpreted to be mantle strontium initial 

ratios of granitic and basaltic suites of the North Atlantic Craton was linear from ~ 3.6 Ga 

to the present, and that this strontium evolution line was different from that of the Earth’s 

mantle. 
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 Okay, let’s digress and bring some of you up to speed here.  We wish to know 

how the 87Sr/86Sr ratio of the mantle has changed over time.  What was its value when the 

Earth formed 4.6 Ga ago and what is it presently and what was it in between?  Best 

estimates for the initial strontium isotopic ratio of the Earth at the time of its formation 

comes from meteorites, especially from the class of meteorites known as the basaltic 

achondrites.  Based upon exhaustive rubidium-strontium analyses of this group of solar 

system antiquities, the best initial ratio estimate for the early Earth is 0.69898 or, since 

we are now so intimately acquainted, let’s just round it off to 0.699; this value is coined 

BABI, short for Basaltic Achondrite Best Initial.  Best estimates of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 

the present day mantle come from studies of modern volcanic rocks, predominantly 

basalts, whose values range from ~ 0.702 to ~0.704; so let’s pick 0.703 as an average 

value.  Given the simplest approach is to play connect the dots, if we plot time on the 

abscissa and initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios on the ordinate (X and Y axes respectively), draw a 

line between them, we have produced a simple strontium isotopic evolution line for the 

Earth’s mantle over Earth’s history.  Guess what?  Despite years of research to make the 

situation more complex and analyses of gazillions of rocks, a simple linear model 

remains, at least to a first approximation, the most plausible means to describe mantle 

strontium isotopic evolution.  Note that the slope of this line is representative of the 

rubidium-strontium (Rb/Sr) ratio of the mantle, and in the case just mentioned would be 

about 0.025. 

 Some folks have suggested mantle strontium evolution follows a curvilinear 

trajectory, which would indicate a continuously changing Rb/Sr ratio in the mantle over 

time.  Here, the most popular version involves a curve with an initial steep slope that 
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gradually flattens out as the Earth’s mantle evolves; i.e. the Earth’s mantle Rb/Sr starts 

out high and gradually decreases.  The reasoning here is that the element rubidium gets 

preferentially partitioned into magmas because rubidium’s ionic radius is too big and 

simply does not fit well into the minerals that exist in the mantle.  Although proponents 

of this model argue that, by comparison, strontium can fit into mantle minerals such as 

calcium-rich clinopyroxenes and plagioclase, both minerals are not major components of 

the mantle and the data generated over time simply do not fit the proposed curvilinear 

models.   

In fact, I remember when I presented my preliminary findings on strontium 

evolution at UCSB to George T, Jim Mattinson, James Chen, Mike Daily, and others, 

Mattinson asked me why I did not propose a curve rather than linear array as I did.  I 

explained, another reason for the linearity, i.e. constant mantle Rb/Sr ratio, is the fact that 

both rubidium and strontium are partitioned equally into magmas---neither fits well into 

mantle minerals.  I had gone to great lengths, and did so in the paper, to demonstrate this 

point, using what were then and still are considered excellent partition coefficients for 

rubidium and strontium in mantle minerals as determined experimentally by Schimizu.  

Partial melting of the mantle does not dramatically change the mantle’s Rb/Sr ratio over 

time as many had proposed.  As a corollary, this is also why Rb/Sr ratios of many basaltic 

rocks, particularly mid ocean ridge basalts, are, on the average, approximately equivalent 

to those in the mantle from whence they came.   

Now, let’s get back to the issues.  The North Atlantic Craton data show linear 

evolution in 87Sr/86Sr from Uivakian/Amitsoq gneiss time, ~ 3.6 Ga, to the present; 

however, the Rb/Sr ratio of this mantle is lower, ~ 0.015.  Furthermore, this evolution is 
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derived in part from Archaean granitic suites, a point that the Oxfordian, Stephen 

Moorbath, would question, resulting in discussion/reply notes in the journal, Geochimica 

Cosmochimica Acta later on.  Here’s another PhD---if geothermal gradients in the early 

Archaean are higher, as logic dictates, and the Archaean mantle continues to lose 

volatiles, is it possible that we would see the production of granitic magmas, as suggested 

earlier, as a more common event, and at shallower levels in the protocrust?  In fact, might 

it not be possible that igneous and metamorphic processes in the protocrust were 

indifferentiable in time and space?  I think you know my bias here, and there may have 

been a time in Earth’s history when, despite human propensity to pigeonhole things and 

processes, we simply cannot.  So my feeling now and then was that the generation of 

basaltic and granitic rocks during the early Archaean may have been controlled, in part, 

by the mere presence or absence of volatiles at a particular location; i.e. mantle 

heterogeneity existed early on with differences in volatile content locally dictating 

whether the resultant magma would be granitic or basaltic.    

I then proceeded to project my mantle strontium evolution line back in time, and 

assuming the protoEarth’s early strontium evolution followed that of the solar nebula 

(Rb/Sr ~ 0.25), calculated the age where these two mantle evolution lines would intersect.  

It turns out this point of intersection occurs at ~ 4.3 Ga and was interpreted, by me, to 

indicate the time of early rubidium depletion in the Earth’s mantle, which I suggested 

could be coincident with core formation.  Based upon mineralogic data of slag in certain 

types of blast furnaces, those operating under extreme reducing (anoxic; low oxygen) 

conditions, it is evident that oddball minerals, such as alkali sulfides, can be produced.  

Given reducing conditions in the Earth’s deep interior, it was not improbable that 
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removal of alkali elements, such as rubidium, could have been accomplished via 

separation of the Earth’s sulfide-rich core some 200 million years after the Earth’s 

formation, i.e. ~ at 4.3 Ga.  Hence, to conclude the issue of ancient crust, I have observed 

that there is a variety of circumstantial, suggestive information from uranium-lead ages of 

zircons, rubidium-strontium/lead-lead dating of feldspars, and mantle strontium isotopic 

evolution in the North Atlantic Craton, that point to the presence of very early crust in 

this region.  Furthermore, although it may be splitting hairs, I think that terrestrial rocks 

pre-dating ~ 4.3 to 4.4 Ga may not exist, given that core formation was a major thermal, 

geochronologic clock-resetting event.  One of you kids should get on the stick on this one 

if someone has not already done so. 

 Let me come back and finish with the fate of this paper, which is a lesson in the 

reality of the peer-reviewed press---AKA, it ain’t what you know, but who you know.  I 

completed this paper in the fall of 1977 and submitted it to Albrecht Hofmann, then an 

Associate Editor with Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta.  After submission, my paper sat 

on Hofmann’s desk for some six months.  Despite numerous calls from me, it sat.  

Finally, sometime in the spring of 1978 it went out to review.  Now what strikes me as 

odd, and I will allow the reader to draw their own conclusions, was that I ran into 

Hofmann at the spring, 1978 meeting of the American Geophysical Union in 

Washington, DC.  His first words to me were, “You’ve been scooped.”  A similar paper 

was just being published in Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology by Hofmann’s 

former colleagues at the GeeWhiz Lab, Hart and Brooks and, although it did not detail 

the time of early mantle differentiation and dealt with basaltic magmas, the rapid early 
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increase and subsequent flattening in mantle 87Sr/86Sr was there.  Coincidentally, their 

work “scooped” me by six months.   

 What I remember saying to Hofmann in response to his scoop comment, was 

simply that if one can reach the same conclusions from basaltic and granitic suites, then 

there is clearly some rethinking to be done regarding the generation of these rocks in the 

Archaean.  However, at that instant in time my mind evolved, re-evaluating the real 

meaning of this episode and what was and was not important.  Taken in context with my 

beliefs, personality, and what I had learned during my graduate and postgraduate career, I   

decided that contributing is important; “careless” treatment of another’s work, for 

whatever reason, is simply not my style.  To this day, I never looked back and have no 

regrets because what I have done is, for better or for worse, my accomplishment. 

 I would return to UCSB to find a search announcement for an isotope geochemist 

at California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA).  Applying for the position in the 

spring of 1977, I made the final cut and offered a tenure-track position, which 

commenced in January 1978.  Again, now some 24 years later as of this writing, I have 

no regrets that I took this position, despite the occasional gripes we all are accustomed to 

making no matter where we are. 
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Epilogue 1:  Final Thoughts and Commentary 

 As with real estate, where location is important, in your career we can say that 

timing and location are critical.  I have been very fortunate in my life, first to still be here, 

to have had the experiences I have had, and end up with the career and family I have 

enjoyed for decades. 

   Although my timing may have been off, and it remains so to this day, and maybe I 

have not always received appropriate recognition, that’s life.  Suck it up and move on.  

Most notably, since arriving at CSULA, I am the first to apply lead and strontium 

isotopes to environmental issues, including the development of the ALAS Model 

(Anthropogenic Lead ArchaeoStratigraphy), which utilizes lead isotope ratios to estimate 

the year of gasoline releases into the environment.  This method is now certified by the 

State of New Jersey, requested by the California Environmental Protection Agency in 

RFPs (Requests for Proposals), and has also been requested in similar notifications in 

South Carolina. 

 In the early 1980s, I proposed an environmental curriculum at CSULA only to 

have it shot down both in our department and by higher powers.  Such a program was 

finally implemented circa 1995.  As funds for out isotope lab died in 1984, I developed 

my own lab, Chempet Research Corporation, building it on contracts and acquiring an 

old U.S. Geological Survey TIMS that was revamped, allowing 6-8 samples to be 

analyzed in an 8 hour period rather than the 1-2 possible when it was in USGS hands. 

Leaving Chempet in 1996, I now do my own thing and remain enthusiastic about my 

present and future capabilities.  My most notable achievement being the development of 
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the ALAS (Anthropogenic Lead ArchaeoStratigraphy) Model for estimating the year 

leaded gasoline was released into the environment. 

 My point in all this to you new kids on the block is to advise you to do what fits 

your needs best and, for God’s sake, do not stop thinking and moving.  Some day, we 

will all have time to stop moving, at least in this life.  Enjoy the changes that you 

encounter, realizing that there will definitely be an easier way, but maybe not during your 

tenure in a particular lab or job.  After all, today I could have run all my samples over a 

weekend rather than over the many weekends I toiled at UCLA in the early 1970s.  Dwell 

on the positive, suck it up, don’t whine, and it will be okay.  I know, been there and done 

that, and have no regrets because if anyone is to blame, it’s the man in my mirror, no one 

else. 

Epilogue 2:  Apollo 11  

 We are all familiar with the words of Neil Armstrong as he took that first step on 

the moon: 

“That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” 

However, he made a second, off-the-cuff comment as he entered the Lunar Lander prior 

to liftoff from the lunar surface.  It was simply, 

“Good luck, Mr. Gorsky.” 

Many at NASA thought he was conveying his sentiments towards a rival Soviet 

cosmonaut, however, upon investigation, no Gorsky appeared in the Soviet’s space 

program.  Reporters asked Armstrong numerous times over the years about this 

comment---he never answered until July 5, 1995, following 26 years of pursuit on this 

issue. 
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Mr. Gorsky was the Armstrong family’s neighbor in the Midwest, and had now 

passed away so Neil Armstrong felt he could answer the question.  In 1938, a young Neil 

Armstrong was playing baseball in his backyard with a friend.  Neil’s friend tagged the 

baseball pretty good, sending it over the bushes into the Gorsky’s backyard, landing by 

their bedroom windows. 

As the young Armstrongl leaned down to pick up the ball, he heard Mrs. Gorsky 

shouting at Mr. Gorsky---“Oral sex!  You want oral sex?!  You’ll get oral sex when the 

kid next door walks on the moon!”  True story, and the origin of Neil Armstrong’s 

comment to Mr. Gorsky in 1969 (compliments to Dennis Stoker of Great Britain for the 

story). 
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Appendix:  Other Images 
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George W. Wetherill 

 

JohnFunkhouser (left) and Oliver A. Schaeffer (right) 
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Robert T. Dodd 

 

UMass Research Vessel Pitsiulak 
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Geologic Map Saglekh Bay, Labrador 

(Hurst, Bridgwater, Collerson, and Jesseau, 1974) 
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